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TAFT IN THE PHILIPPINES

RUSSIA'S NEW CONSTITUTION

IlIAPPY MEN WHO
DRAW AT PROVO

PROMISES MANY REFORMS

Get the First

And

Details

(Historic

Document That is to Give People Freedom
Residence, Travel, Press, Association

of Speech,

and

Second Prizes in
Homesteads

and Petition.
DRAWING FOR UINTA LANDS

Ift(
M new
t4 i Summary
i t tRussian
i 1 i f ofI the
constitution, translated especially
for The Evening Citizen, from
the first copy of the great docu- nient sent to the United States.

Moscow, Aug. 17. This la a translation of the most pertinent portions
of the constitution for the Russian
empire, adopted after much discussion by the Moscow zemstvo congress.
The constitution iB now being circulated In Russia and is everywhere reIt la
ceived with great satisfaction.
certain to become one of the world's
historic documents and the Moscow
zemstvo congiess will probably rank
In history as one of the great constitutional bodies of modern times:
Laws are not In force until they
are published by the senate.
The law is equally obligatory for
everj' body.
The law can be aliolished only by
law.
The decrees and other acts of ,the
emperor are executed only after having been countersigned by the chancellor of Btate, or by one of their
ministers, who by their counter signature accept the resixinsihility.
If an ollicial offers as an excuse
that he was ordered by his chief to
violate the law or personal rights of
a citizen he Is not excused.
All Russian citizens, notwithstanding the difference of their racial
origin, religion or class, are equal
before the law, with regard to their
personal and social rights.
All
Russian citizens are free In
their religion. No one can be persecuted for his religious creed, no one
can be compelled to observe any religious formalities, no one can be
forbidden to abandon his creed.
Religious services and any relig
ious propaganda are free so far as
they do not Interfere with the existing
law.
No one can be arrested unless In
accordance with the law.
Every arrested peiBon In towns or
In other places where there are in
stitutions of Justice is to be set free
after twenty-fou- r
hours, In other
places of the empire, after seventy-twhours, or brought before a Justice who
ets the person free or orders him to
bu arrested, on declaring the motives.
The term may be prolonged by a spe
cial law ror those districts which are
too remote.
Whoever knows about the arrest of
another person Is authorized to make
a statement to the nearest Justice,
who must examine the circumstances
and decide the question of the arrest.
No one can be called to account be
fore the law, except in a court of
o

justice.

No one can be punished otherwise
than expressly stated by law.
No penalties can be Inflicted on
private persons except through
decree of the court.
Searching houses without consent of
the masters Is allowed only In such
cases as definitely stated in the law.
Private correspondence cannot be
opened, stopped, or read, except when
required by justice, and only Incases
defined by the law.
Everybody may freely choose his
place of dwelling or change his profession, acquire property and travel
through the empire or abroad, without having any passport.
The law may restrict the right of
traveling abroad only to prevent an
avoidance of military duty or escaping Justice.
Everybody may state bis ideas verbally or In a letter and print or spread
them in any manner.
No censure Is permitted.
Citizens are authorized to meet In
nails or In the open air, peacefully,
unarmed, without asking anybody's
permission.
Presence of authorities at meetings,
restrictions, etc., must be defined by
law.
Citizens are authorized to organize
associations and unions without asking permission.
Citizens are authoiized to address
petitions to the government.
Martial law may be Introduced by
special law, only after six months.
The election of the glassnyie,
(representatives), is secret.
The chamber of leputies is elected
by the nation by means- of general,
'qual, right and secret suffrage.
Right of election belongs to males
25 years of age, except those under
tutorship,
bankrupts.
depoisons
prived of rights in accord. nice with
verdict duly pronounced, persons kept
uniler public assistance, persons serving In the active army, governors,
vice governors, procu; atom and police.

Members

the

dumna (house of
be decorated
or obtain ranks, court distinction or
money rewards.
Members lose their title if they ac
cept goveinm. in positions which im-- t
ply possibility of obtaining fiscal snl-- j
ary or rank, or if being in government service they l,e appointed to
ij
higher pn.-t- s i t
higher salary.
Members are n,,t subject to
before tiie law for vote or opin-- l
inn expressed at (he meeting of the!
of

representatives!, cannot

i Li

tin in ii a.
.Members
law, and n

receive sa'ary defined by
nieiubtr ran decline t.j accept the salarv.
Me, tings of the t .vo chambers a e
lur.iu

o i
No one is r
i
for publish-ladIi.g in i he pros the t mo
which
bad l.appi ie d at he ;,ub o liice'ing of
i ie
rramher.
T.it-scluKes, b.sns. guarantees of!
s

t

c

state,

larous

at.

state'

cannot he introduced, ii
no: for.secii by ;,;e boi'get, imle.-- s by
pi

sp'

Il.- -i

rll

dal law.

La. h ininiM. r
his own acts, fur

is
:1

r sponsible
for
a. ts of his sub-

GERMANY PLAN

to any

courts.

other

power

'

than higher

Thousand, Six
Hundred and Fifty Envelopes Filled.

Thirty-Seve- n

All citizens are to be nut Into the
list j of the Jurymen, without any ex

ceptions.
Elections ate surveyed by commit
tee composed of a president, a secretary and two members. Their func
tlons are honorable and gratuitous.
Before the election the president ex
amines the box where ballots are to
be juit. and shows it to the electors,
so that they may see there are no
otner ballots, then locks
box and
seals It.

THREE 1BUYS

DEADLOCK IS

IS ADOPTED

at Chicago

ALMOST REACHED

Today
HAVING

TWO

Who Lay Aside

of

In-

demnity

office.

TARIFF RATES AND TURN TO OTHER ITEMS
THE PROFOUND PEACE

Nations Which Reciprocate But Sakhalin and Indemnity
to Have the Lowest Rates
Must Both be Reached
in Schedule.
by Monday
OTHERS

MUST

PAY

BIG

RATES

WHEN CONFERENCE

1

PORTLAND HAPPENINGS
IN FAIR AND CONGRESS

Two Deaths Only in New

Absconding Manager of R. Massey & Company
unt
Led Fast
of His Defalcations
Life-Amo-

Not Yet Ascertained.

Or-

to-da-

Although It has been reported that
C. M. Wilkinson, the defaulting busl ness manager and partner in Robert
Massey & Co., cigar manufacturers,
is held at El Paso by the Texas authorities and refuses to return to New
Mexico without requisition papers, it
was denied at the oheriff's office this
morning that any request
had
been made there for his arrest, it
was widely advertised that C. M. Wilkinson was in El Paso on Monday and
that he was stopping at the Sheldon
hotel, but there Is no proof of his arrest. In fact, it appears that there is
little ground for his arrest. Although
It Is quite evident that he helped himself liberally to the funds of the company of which ho was a member, as
an examination of his books now in
progress is revealing, this was only a
breech of trust. The company is, however, given some recourse to recover
at least a part of the defalcation by
suit and attachment upon property of
its erstwhile manager, ami such a suit
was brought yesterday afternoon by
E. L. Medler, attorney for D. A. Mac- pherson and Robert Massey, the other
members of the company. Mr. Medier
also filed a suit for the dissolution of
the partnership, and the rumor that
the concern had gone into a receiver's
bands Is as yet without foundation.
Robert Massey, who has had charge
of the factory part of the business and
who is now acting as manager for the
concern, said this morning that the
extent of Mr. Wilkinson's shortage
was not nt that time known, but that
an examination of the books was being made. It has already developed
that Mr. Wilkinson collected money
due the company ami made no record
of It. In some Instances he cancelled
RAILWAY

MAGNATE

FIRM IN REFUSAL

j

personal debts with bills due the

com- -

1'any

ATLANTIC COAST LINE

1,165.

The Cause of His Downfall.
The cause of C. M. Wilkinson's
downfall is a mystery. He was popular, belonged to several Becret societies, among them the Masons and the
Elks, and since coming to the city has
made pretty good money.
Family
troubles may have been one cause. He
resided at 512 Marquette avenue and
he and Mrs. Wilkinson mingled In so
clal circles to a large extent and entertained frequently.
It was when
Mrs. Wilkinson went east a few weeks
ago that he took to wine and women,
and the gilded figures and merry click
of the ivory on the roulette wheel had
a fascination for him. A madamc of a
rooming house on North Third street
Is riding In his buggy, and the proprietor of a gambling house Is said to
also covet the rig.

Deaths today, 2.
Total deaths, 178.
Considerable spread of yellow fever
has been shown In the reports of the
past twenty-fou- r
hours, 43 new cases
having been unearthed In different localities in Louisiana and 9 in lower
Mississippi.

Norfolk, Aug. 17. Twelve persons
were killed and sixty injured In a
wreck on the Atlantic Coast line this
afternoon. The engine and three
coaches went through a drawbridge
over the Elizabeth river, near Bruce'a
station, seven miles from Portsmouth,
Va. The injured are being brought to
Deaths Are diminishing.
Norfolk and Portsmouth. Nearly all
New Orleans,
Aug.
17.
The the killed and Injured are colored.
ia.,
significant decrease in the number of
deaths here In twenty-fou- r
hours, at
the time when It was stated that there ANOTHER FELLOW SKIPS
would be come increase over the maxWITH MONEY OF OTHERS
imum figures already reported, has
made a fine impression on the public,
confirming the view that the disease
Chicago. Aug. 17. Walter P. Craft,
is losing Its vlrulency as It comes In transfer clerk of the Equitable Trust
contact with modern forms of treat- company. Is missing. It Is said by the
ment.
officials of the company that he took
Of the nineteen squares Infected, about $20,000 of the company's money.
Left Before He Was Ready.
twelve are Immediately adjoining sev- It Is asserted that the trust company
Pressed by a large number of cred- eral squares profusely affected, and will lose nothing, as the brokers will
itors. It appears that Mr. Wilkinson show little Increase. Nineteen sus- be forced to refund the value of the
was compelled to leave before he was picious cases were under Investigation shares taken by Craft and sold to
quite ready. Knowing that his defal- today.
them.
cation must come out sooner or later,
he laid his plans for as big a coup as
possible. At the tailor shop of L.
L'3 Railroad avenue, Mr. Wilkinson only a few days ago ordered $'.)
worth of clothing. Including a suit of
clothes and an overcoat. The cloth
has been cut . Mr. Wilkinson evidently
expected to wear a new .suit of clothes
out of town, but lie could nol wait un-- '
til they were finished. The last thing
he did Saturday night was to buy a
new hat and a new pair of shoes on
Hudson, N. Y., Aug. 17. This was
When the signal for the start wa
credit at one of the leading clothiers
of the city. At another clothing store, an eveniful day for this town which given nt noon about twenty motor
when presented with a bill, be had the usually is not the scene of stirring boats, all spick and span, and with all
debt cancelled with a cigar bill the nents. The entire )opulation was their metal parts highly polished,
started their inaciilnery and began to
merchant owed to R. Massey i Co. It on lis feet early
and a veritable holi- churn the waters of the Hudson. Acseems that he hail a large number of day
spirit pervaded everything. Many companied by the commodore of the
creditors around the city, but their bouses were decorated
and on the Albany Yacht club the fleet will run
bills are not large.
river front Hats and gay bunting were up the Hudson to Albany, where they
Several attachments have been fib d lavishly
displayed. During the morn- will spi ml their first night. The capupon bis furniture, which is worth ing
hours, the motor boats, which tains of the fleet will be entertained
between
and $H(i. Attorney .Med- were to start from heie on
a
by the Albany Yacht club. At Water-vliler said this morning that this furnirip which will end at Thousand Isles,
the boms will enter the Erie
ture would nol cover the amount of began to assemble
here. As the boats
mill and they will leave It at Os- tiis defalcation with the company.
me captains were received by wego. wh.-.they will b.- entertained
allien
v.,
the r;we committee to reeelvf Inutrne. i.u it...
rv.
Was a Traveling Man.
w'ego
tionri for the cruise and permits
to
the Meet will run to Tl.niisarir!
c. M. Wilkinson came to Albumier- - pass through the nrlo canaL
(isles.
uue about two years ago from Chicag
had
been
a
H'
Have. Ing man out of
Chicago, but lied nt Suvator, Illinois,
win ie .Mrs. Wilkinson Is now supposed to be visiting. He engaged In the
merchandise brokerage business when
hi' first came to the city and bad an
othce with I). J. Itankin, the real os-- t
ne ami Insurance auent. In two years
he held at least a half dozen differ nt
Jobs. A year ago last winter be
connected with the Itothenberg
.v Schioss Cigar company.
Later he
undertook the management nf the .1.
7.
Nt w York, Aug.
Subterranean Tweed ring, had fear of secret assasA;
II. O lteilly
Co. drug store, which passages, badlng from a secret stair- sination and built his house accordpo,iMin lie wax compelled to retire
case to stone vault's! chambers be- ingly.
i" on on uecoimt of ill health.
He
lli at Ii the old Tilden mansion, in
thn management of the K. Mas-eTWO POLICEMEN AND
.v Co. cigar store on February ti.
A WOMAN KILLED
park, have been brought to
Minnesota Lands Opened to Settlers. light by t! contractors engaged In
Czestorhowa, Russian Poland, Aug.
St. Paul. Minn., Aug. 17
lly direr-- remodeling the strueiuir, now under 17. Two pol.reineii were kil.nl and a
'ion of ttie secritary of the interim j rour-- e ot ainferinai ion Into a home woman fatally shot here today by an
t!ie 37:i aeres of land fnrun rly be- lor the Na'ional
Many unknown man at the doors of the
Arts club.
longing to the Fond du Lac. lie l.al.e. otn.r peculinri: n s exist iu ihe man- church of the Virgin.
A pilgrimage
While Kar'h and Chippewa Indian res-- sion, which must have been the
was leaving the church nrtor the cele,
of Samiiei J. Tilden himself. brat ion of mass, when the assault on
nations In this sia'e, were thrown
tu n to settlers todav.
There w:is a There is a legend among; old time resi- the
took place. The pilgreat rush by the thousands who Wad dents of the neighborhood that Tilden, grimspoliceman
were
Into a panic and a
previously entered their claims in the who aroused a host of enemies by the fearful crushthrown
ensued, iu which many
various land oflires ((f the district.
part he took In the exposure of the were Injured.
,
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MOTOR BOAT CRUISE

TO THOUSAND ISLANDS
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'Men who will enii.roil a r tiil .vav
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a
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PECULIAR FIND IN

THE HOUSE OF TILDEN

e

JAS. J. HILL.
I'pon application lor reinstatement
of some of tiie telegraphers
who
joined in the strike en the Great
Nor: hern ami .ortlnin Pacific railways, James J. Hill, the well known
president, made th, following
state-

I

-t

Envelopes to the number of 87,650
containing the names of persons who
registered earlier In the month at
Colo., and Vernal.
Grand Junction,
Price and Provo, Utah, were placed In
a great revolving box and given a thorough shaking up. The envelope
were drawn from the box by thre
boys and the names of the winners
announced to the expectant crowd.
About 2.000 names will be drawn
today. The drawing will continue to
morrow and Saturday.

Neary to Fight Plnucane.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 7. Charlie Neary, the Milwaukee pugilist, who went
west to meet Herrera, the Mexican
TwentyFor
leans
.
pugilist, but was legally prevented
from doing so, will fight a twenty
Four Hours.
round battle with Billy FInucane, ot
Chicago, tonight. Both are to weigh,
130 pounds at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
There is a strong probability that
NEW CAStS FOUND OUT SIDE CITY
Neary and the Mexican will meet
shortly before one of the Pacific coast
Several clubs have already
New Otlea,na. Ta . A hot, 17. Fol clubs."
lowing ii fbe yellow fever rtport for made bids for the fight, but Herrera
demands too high a guarantee.
New cases In New Orleans since &
BAD WRECK ON
o'clock p. in. yesterday, 19.
Total number of cases to date,

WERE HIS DOWNFALL

9

i

SCIENCE WILL
DEFEAT DEATH

MAY BREAK UP

Portland, Ore.. Aug. 17. Today is vent ion on the Importance of the CoIllinois day ami the slate in whose lumbia river as a waterway. Theodore
honor the day hud been named, was P. Wilcox, of Portland, president of
well represented on the fair grounds. the congress, also spoke.
Governor Charles S. lHheen of 11
accompanied 'by a large party of
Indiana Elks in Convention.
prominent citizens of his stale, arrivMuncie, lud., Aug. 17. The annual
ed here early this morning in a spec- convention of the Indiana Association
ial train from Chicago. They were re- - of Klks opened its two days' session
Kvery district of t Inived at the station
by President here today.
Goode and other officials of tin; expo- state Is well represented and many
are accompanied by
sition and escorted to their hotel. Af- of the
ter a short rest Governor iHuecn was their wives and families. An elaborate program for the entertainment of
escorted to the fair grounds.
prepared, inHe wus taken directly to the Illi- the visitors has been
nois state Lui.dii.g. which had been cluding several excursions t j interestcarefully prepared for the occasion. A ing ix. iuts in the vh u.ity.
large collect ion of soiivi nirs of Abraham Lincoln ami oilier gnat men FAIR ADVERTISERS
liom Illinois bad been installed in Ui.;
building during the past week and evREACH SOCORRO
erything was in readiness for the hon
guest.
ored
An minimal reception was hell by Special to The Citizen.
the governor and alter a ar I, he adSocorro, v M.. Aug. 17. Five hnn- dressed the gathering in front of the dred banners and l.""0 hangers, an-- .
Icrhtii'g
the Bteps of the portico. iiouucing tiie big territorial lair at Al-Mrs iJeiieiii, who accompanied
the biniueniiH'.
decorate Socorro today,
govef i r on this trip, was the guest or The crowd that wlil attend the lair
honor at another reception arranged 'from Socorro aul vicinity this year
iu her honor by the la lies of the fair. will bleak all tonne r reeoids.
For Vermont Golf Championship.
Distinguished Speakers.
Hi iiniUL'ton, V!., Au-- r.
17. The golf
Portland, Aug. 17. John W. Noble, touni.iUH nt for the s'a'c championship
fir. t vice president of the congress of Vermont opened ibis morning on
and liairman of the clay, eulle.l to or- dim links of lie Mount Anthony Golf
der the second day's session of the (dub. There are numerous entries.
congress.
w. (.'. and some of the e- plavers of the
Langfltte, I", t. A., addresed thu con-- suite are taking part.

THE ISLANDS WAS ESPECIALLY GRATEFUL TO THE SECY. TAFT PARTY.

IN

WINE AND WOMEN

Chicago, Aug. lT.Chairman Packard
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 17. Five
called the reciprocity convention to or- articles of the possible treaty of Wash
der today, and a general discussion of ington, remained to be considered
the purposes of the gathering; follow- when the peace envoys resumed their
session at the navy yard this morning:
ed.
Resolutions favoring a maximum Cession of Sakhalin, upon which it
and a minimum tariff have been bad been Impossible to agree and
drawn by the committee. These ad- which had been passed over; Indemvocate that form of reciprocity which nity; limitations upon Russia's sea
wlil give a low tariff to thos-- favor powej; surrender of Interned war
Ing the United States commercially, ships; and grant of fishing rights on
and a high tariff to those countries Littoral or marine provinces.
Reimbursement for the cost of the
in their tariffs
which discriminate
war, it Is believed. Is number 9, the
against this country.
first article to come up today. Fiuai
struggle Is close at hand. When the
The Resolution Offered.
points of the possible agree
The following
resolutions were remaining
ment are demonstrated, adjournment
reported:
"Be it resolved, first, that this con- will be taken probably until Monday,
vention, recognizing the principle of when the plenipotentiaries will show
protection as the established policy of their last cards.
Both Sides Were Obdurate.
our country advocates reciprocity by
This morning's session developed an
means of a dual minimum and maximum tariff, as the most adequate and absolute impase. Both sides were obwould budge or yield
practical method of relieving
the durate, neither
Inch. An agreement being found
strained situation with which we are an
Impossible, the envoys decided to
uow confronted.
spread upon record their respective
Second, that the question of sched- views,
and proceed to consideration of
ules and items to be considered In such
article ten, which provides a tender to
reciprocal concessions are preferably Japan
to be suggested by a permanent tariff ed In of the Russian warships Internfar eastern waters.
commission to be created by congress
and appointed by the president, which INDEMNITY GOES OVER
shall consist of economic, industrial
WITH SAKHALIN MATTER
and commercial experts.
Portsmouth, Aug. 17. The peace
Third, that it is the sense of this
convention that our present tariff af- plenipotentiaries adjourned for lunchfords abundant opportunity for such eon at 12:30, having spent the entire
concessions without Injury to Indus- morning discussing article nine, which
Is believed Includes the question of
try, trade or wages of labor.
Fourth, that we urge action upon Japanese reimbursement for the cost
congress at the earliest time possible. of the war. No agreement was reachWe recommend that a permanent ed and the commissioners temporarily
organization be formed under the laid it aside and proceeded to discuss
style of American Reciprocal league; those articles which follow In the
and that a committee of fifteen be ap-- schedule.
pointed by the chair to have the full
power to organize and further prose
Spelter.
cute the work for which this convenSt. Louis, Mo., Aug.
17. Spelter,
tion assembled."
quiet, $o.tio.

I

NAMES

Bat-bock-

By the Reciprocity Con- By Peace Commissioners

ference

DREW THE

Provo, Utah, Aug. 17. Ray Daniels, of Provo, was the first name
drawn from the box at the drawing
for homesteads In the Uintah reserra-tlo- n,
which began here today. Th
,
second name drawn was Noah M.
of Angora, Colo.
Daniels and Balbock will be entitled .to first and second selection,
respectively, of lands to be thrown
open to entry on August 28.
Conservative persons who have been
over the land place the value of any
one of the fifty best claims at (5,000
to $10,000.
Fully 3,000 persons were present
when the drawing began under the)
personal direction of W. A. Richards,
commissioner general of the land

.e

fr.-ii-

.

--

ordinates based on his orders, for the
decrees and acts of the emperor countersigned by himself.
The ministers are sunject to account before the law for any violation of the rights of citizens.
Pardon to a guilty minister can be
granted only at request of the cnam-be- r
which had brought him to trial.
Cities and towns form
communes.
Local
Is founded on
the basis of general, equal right and
secret suffrage.
Courts o' Justice cannot be subject

n

u In
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t
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PAGE TWO

CHILDREN

MADE GOOD
BY

mission mnst choose between talking
and doing, and he has made his choice.
The first extensive work In flying
kill's over the ocean has Just been
conducted by Prof. Krank H. lllgelow,
one of the scientists of the government weather bureau. The object Is
to explore the upper air currents and
secure data on temperature, humidity,
TO etc., for comparison with the upper
air currents over land. The real offi
cial kite flyer for the government Is
I'rof. A. Lawrence Kotch, of the Wue
near
Hill liieteorologli al observatory
ltoston. Hut as I'rof. Higelow was go
ing on the steamer Caesar to Spain
to observe the solar eclipse, he agreed
to take some of the department kites
and try Hying them.
In private letters, 1'iof. Higelow re
ports on iiis experience with the kites.
The speed of the ship, combined with
the wind, proved too much for the
Idg kites. One of them collapsed In
mid-air- ,
another broke the piano wire
which held it mid escaped while about
a mile high; another broke loose while
being raised and was rescued by it
gallant crew of jacktars who manned
the lifeboat for the puipooo, Finally,
the smaller kites were tried, and with
better luck. One llight of 10,011" feet
Inwas secured and the automatic
struments brought down some valuable data. The chief trouble experienced was from the rusting of the
wire due to the unusual moisture over
(he water. This was remedied by constant oiling. Some fuither flights will
be. attempted on the return voyage.

HYPNOTIST'S POWER

INTERESTING CLAIM, THAT ALL ILLS, FROM GUM
CIGARETTE SMOKING, MAY THUS BE CURED.

' ss)Nl '

W

CHEWING

.

CASINO
c

c

WADE

Musical Slock Co.
Thursday,

A
"GIROFLE-GIROFL-

Friday and
Evenings.

Sat-urda-

y

17,

1905.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company,
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. Sus Railroad avenue
Office hour
:S0 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t
DR.

Telephone
by mull.

p, m.

A

THURSDAY, AUG.

OFFICE

462.

Appointment

UNTIL

CLOSED

GUST 28.

made

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

COMPANY
Albuquerque, - New Mexico

AU

A"

LAWYERS.

S

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings,

Bernard 8. Rodey.

S

"The Pretty Persian"

Ira M. Bond.
82 F street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, v. t. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, eavlats, letter pat
ent!, trade mark, claims.
R. W. D.

ATTORNEY.

J

CAPITAc

Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Win practice in i! courts of the terri
tory and before the United States land
M.

AND

SURPLUS

-

-

$100,000

ottice.

Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Matron's, 202 West Railroad avenue.
Gardens open every afternoon. Admission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

Albuquerque,
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N.

N. M.

ing.

N

Bryan.

Albuquerque,

T-LAW.

Office, First. .National Bank build

E. W. Dob.on.
OfJlce
N. M.

ATTORNBY-AT-LA-

Well

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

block, Albuc Jerque,

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Crom- -

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
H. Stlngle.
Dangerous and Uncertain.
John
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
ATTORNET-AT-LASuite 18. N. T. EXTENDS TO
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION AND
Armlln building. Albuquerque. N. M.
scalp diseases, DeWltt's Witch Hazel
CAI IT ITO kitm a a a n .
Salve has no equal. It Is a certain 0"GIROFLEGIROFLA"
CAPITAL, 1150,000.00
ARCHITECTS.
cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
protruding plies. It will draw the fire
F. Wr. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- ,
out of a burn and heal without leaving
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
rooms
Harnett building,
a scar. Boils, old sores, carbuncles,
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phonea.
etc., are quickly cured by the ' use of
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Asst. Cashier:
the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
r.rnDRc -- adht-Salve. Accept no substitute as they
C.
J.
I
BALDRIDGE
M.
A.
n
BLACKWFl
c
By Katherine Leckie.
DnMwn
This advocate of
are often dangerous and uncertain.
A. L. Morgan.
Now York, Aug. 17. Does your is a regular practicing physician and Sold by all druggists.
CONTRACTOR
AND
away
surgeon.
school?
Estirun
from
BUILDER
son
email
She nas locn graduated
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
mates cheerfully furnished; Job work soTHIRD STREET
Hypnotize him!
fiom two colleges of high rank.
Half the Ills that man Is heir to
licited. Automatics 'phone 724: Shoo til
chewing
In
persist
Will little sister
"No or;e phould be hypnotized with- come from Indigestion. Burdock Blood
North
becond
street. Albuquerque, N. M.
'
gum? Use hypnotism:
out consent," she went on to say, Bitters strengthens and tones the
Does the hij? lxy sneak off behind "and popular fancy to the contrary, stomach; makes Indigestion
PHYSICIANS.
a cigarette? Have no one can be. Even if a will is weak
the barn to smoke
.
I' can refuse to be influenced by a
him hypnotized-'Authorized Capital,
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
It the older girl Insists upon wear- stronger one. But there are few VALENCIA COUNTY
of freah and salt
All kind
Pald-n$500,000.00
Osteopathic
physician
piling
surgeon.
ing perilous French heels and
eh'ldren that I have met In my exand
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.
New
President
Mexico
OsteoBoard
of
her hair mountain high in a hideous perience who are not amenable to
Capital,
Surplus
and
SCHOOLS FLOURISHING
pathy.
All
"pomp." take her to a hypnotist. And reason ai.d talk.
successfully
diseases
Profits, 1250,000.00
treated.
Offlice
a small dose of the same medicine is
".Man consists of a body, a mind and
Barnett building.
ALBUQUERQUE,
M.
N.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele-jtood for the peevish baby that throws a fcoul, and on each of these planes MOST
SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTE
phonos. Sundays by appointment.
he is amenable to the hypnotic sugthe tin rattle upon the floor.
EVER HELD, NOW IN SESSION
Officers and Directors:
In Denver. Judge Lindsey, who has gestion. If iiis lodily Ills can be made
AT BELEN.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,. . .President
Depository for AtMASONIC BUILDING, N. THIRD ST
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
to deal with the bad little boys and to yield to suggestion, and science has
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
Special
Correspondence.
Homeopathlo
Physician.
Blrls who are brought before him in proof i hat it can, why not the mind
chison,
Topeka and
FRANK
McKEE
Cashier
Room 1?.
Whiting Block.
Helen, N. M., Aug. 17. The teachthe juvenile court has declared that; and the soul? The latter is the vital.
W. W. WOODS,
Assistant
Cashier
county
Railway
Santa
F
has
Valencia
of
Institute
ers'
ne believes in tne employment or
the immortal part of us that we must
H. Fr RAYNOLDS
Director
VETERINARY.
as a means of reforming the m.iinly look to for the eradication of been in session at Helen the past two
Company.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
jourgsters.
the evil tendencies and the awaken weeks, having opened on the "th insurgeon and dentiaL
Veterinary
Dr. Eugenie R. Eliscu, of this city, ing and expansion of the dorm an stant. The attendance of teachers Is
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
good. U. Francis Duff, principal of the
declares that every mother should vii uies.
REAL ESTATE,
the latest, up to date, appioved, scilearn the laws of 'hypnotism and then
in i he soul of every one, even tlie Ueming high schtxil, is acting a conNOTARY PUBLIC
entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
apply her knowledge with vigor upon
ta'.Itd most depraved and criminal ductor. This is the second year that
stables.
Old phone. 3; auto.. 122.
I'rof. Duff has conducted the institute
there is same latent good, and u
her wayward sons and daughters.
ROOM 6, CROMWELL, BLOCK.
this were done," declares this quires only the right sort of sugceS' here, and his work has been highly
CLAIRVOYANT.
Autaniatic Telephone, 174.
medical woman, "the world would tion to call It into play, just as It satisfactory to County Superintendent
soon be free of miscreants, and hap- - needs the steel to strike a spark from J. C. Sanchez and to the teachers. He
OF M.1JUQUEKQUK
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairis one of the oldest teacheis In the
piness would be more general. Crim- - t';e F;nt.
voyant and business medium, 120
CAPITAL
New
Mexico
come
having
to
territory,
$100,000
"I know of many boys that have
lnal tendencies can be modified and
South Arno street Office hours: 10
5moke the White Lily Cigur
l&iW.
DEPOSITS
$250,000
at times be even eradicated by sug- - been cured of evil habits and ways in Superintendent
3
to dally. Evenings and Sundays by
Sanchez, who Is now
d
gestlon, especially while the person through hypnotism. Cigarette
appointment.
year
second
serving
of
his
the
first
Is young. If mothers would Ing has been overcome In this city,
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
only learn the laws of hypnotism and So has a tendency to drink and chew term, is an energetic and eftlcient offThe original Spanis'n hair tonic.
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
then apply It when the children per- - and lie, and if mothers, while their icial. It has been his constant effort
Hermoso pelo. (beautiful hair.) Posl
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
Isted I;, wrongdoing and naught!- - children were yet quite young, saw to Improve the condition of the schools
stops
tlvely
falling hair In one applicacess, their moral natures would be the evil In their little ones, and sought of Valencia county, both from a scholtion; cures dandruff always, and is a
O. N. MARRON, President
d. a. Mcpherson, vice Pre.
aroused, and It would not be long be- - to correct it, the children would be astic and from a financial standpoint.
perfect
dressing for gentlemen and
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
fore the vicious or evil habit would saved much, and the world would When he took the office In January,
per
laulea' hair. For sale at 50 cents
1!M2,
county
was
in
there
the
entire
he corrected.
gradually grow better and better."
Agents
bottle.
wanted. 410
113 -2 W. Railroad Ave.
school lund but $2,033.51. His tiroi
South Edith street
which was made under date
ieirt,
SOUTHWESTERN
TOILET
of August 1, 11)03, snowed a balance on
SPECIALTY CO.
hand of $21,926.38. His Becond report,
Albuquerque, N. M
1004, showed that there was then on
410 South Edith street.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
hand for school purposes, $21,335.62.
Successor to Balling Bros.
Ills report for the present year IndiFALL TERM.
GUARDIANS cates that there Is now In the county
school fund the sum of $15,682.78
Albuquerque Business College Opens
WEDDING
CAKE
A
SPECIALTY
this, after having turned over some
Monday, September 4, 1905.
$6,imi0 to the various school districts
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
DOSCHEMING
TO
RAILROAD
AS
RATES, PREACHING,
THEY ARE
We desire patronage and we
of Torrance county, which has recentship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
"STUNTS," AND PLANNING TO DISCIPLINE
ING CHAUTAUQUA
guarantee first class baking
ly been separated
from Valencia
Spanish and Mechanical DrawLAFOLLETTE KITE FLYING AT SEA.
207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque llsh,
county.
ing.
Mr. Sanchez Is deserving of the very
DAY AND EVENING SESSION
highest praise, as he is the first suFor particulars call or address
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The Clapp of Minnesota, are doing sum- perintendent of this county to make a
RAMSAY
STOTT,
I.
results of the railroad hearings con- mer stunts in the pulpit. They are really earnest effort to improve conGleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
ducted last June by the senate com- living In cottages on Bine lake, Min- ditions.
avenue.
Gold
and
mittee on Interstate commerce, are nesota, and every Sunday the little
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
The first teachers' Institute held In
being digested Into a volume which cottage community get together
to the county was owing to his efforts in PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
MRS. C. GRANNIS.
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixwill make 200 or 300 pages. The rec- hold religious services.
Bede and 1004. He has sought to secure thorInvites you to inspect her fine line
ord of the testimony is already print- Clapp have been selected to divide the oughly qualified teachers only for the
of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
ed In four volumes and an appendix. preaching between them, and have twenty-thredistricts within the presBattenburg
and wool embroideries,
Henry C. Adams, chief statistician for arranged to occupy the pulpit on al- ent limits of the county. He has con- .. leaks.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
One gallon Devoes Paint covers. and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
the Interstate commerce commission, ternate Sundays. Bede says his ser- tinuously urged the teachers to im- . . 300 square feet two coats.
Batten
collars
cloths,
and
cuffs
and
AUTO. 'PHONE, 671.
and H. T. Newcomb, a railroad law- mons are a practical application of prove themselves through study and
COLO.'i.
burg patterns,
baby caps, Afghans
yer, who has made a specialty of sta- universal theism, and Senator Clapp, general reading.
opera shawls, ladies' fine under
and
SADDLES,
ETC.
LEATHER,
HARNESS.
tistics, are doing the work. The two who has recently announced his be
Last year all of the districts had
wear made to order and children's
disagree diametrically In lief in Christian Science, conducts his from six to nine months of school.
dige8tois
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
their views on railway legislation; so service along those lines. .
Nea.ly all the children can talk Eng- 40!) AV.
1XXXXXXX
KAILiTCOAD AVE nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
it Is to be presumed that anything on
M
lish. The district of Helen has at
which they can agree will be a colorH "OLD RELIABLE"
San
"Charlie" I.andia, with several other present to Its credit $2,1)48.31;
ESTABLISHED 1878
less statement of fact. The work will congressmen, is making more money Rafael, $l,4'.tti.50; Lower Tome, $l,25!t,- MERCHANT TAILOR
be completed, according to present on the Chautauqua lecture platform "u; Peralta, $1,223.4."; Seboyeta,
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plans, by the first of October.
PS,
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It Is learned here that Senator
E
All credit Is due Mr. Sanchez for
about the
the other day,
ROAD AVENUE.
expects to report a bill to amend agreed that matter
TRANSFER STABLES.
l.andis must be enjoying his successful conduct of the office of
the present lailway act by diminish- an income of about llo.tmo a year. county superintendent of Valencia.
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&
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ed.
Co.,
Trimble
Address
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i ...!
A Touching Story
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general, public,
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That's what's helping to make our City the LARGEST and BEST in the Southwest
every citizen should buy one or more Rood residence lots in the EASTERN
o)i?5n
V7fMir
LTSLUQjUUU U J vw Ui 9
while they are cheaD and sold nn
- !?15V
per Lot
10 Down, $1 per Week. Call at our office and we will take
easy terms.
you over the ground.
SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY,
W. If. Greer,

Pres.

Solomon Luna,

Flournoy, Sec.
Mm miiiiw mL.xjp"

At, W.

V-Pr- es.

,

$75,000

J.

D. EMMONS.

Corner Coal Ave. and Second
Auto Phone, 474. Bell Phone,

Successor to W. V. Futrelle.

St

155.

Railroad Topi
attorney

Col. R. E. Twitchell,

the Santa Fe at Las Vegas, was

business.
.city today on legal
M

in

for RIO GRANDE RAILROAD
TO SHORTEN ITS ROUTE

the

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Roehl left this
morning for Chicago, where Mr.
Roehl, who has been a clerk at the
Santa Fe station, will accept a position In the office of the Santa Fe's
chief purchasing agent.

LARGER STOCK CARS FOR

AND ALTON

CHICAGO

The Chicago & Alton has purchased 300 stock cars, forty feet In length,
from an eastern firm, and Is now disposing of all small sized cars. With
the larger cars It Is believed than the
tonnage limit can be reduced and the
requisite speed maintained to keep
hour shipwithin the twenty-eigh- t
ment law now being enforced by the
government.
TICKET SCALPERS MUST
PRESENT THEIR BOOKS
Chicago ticket brokers wlil be required to spread their books In court
to show the volume of business done
by them In the last five years. The
Pennsylvania railroad will ask Master In Chancery Hopkins, now hearing the case of that road against
George Bay and others, to Issue such
an order. Attorneys for the scalpers
vigorously object to showing the
books, but the railroads Insist that It
Is the 'only means to determine whether or not the case in question shall be
tried in the federal courts. While the
Bay case concerns only the
Pennsy'.ania road, it Is practically a
test case of the war on ticket brokers.
Nearly twenty Bimilar cases are pending, a different railroad being plaintiff in each of them. The roads are
striving to have a permanent injunction granted prohibiting trafficking in
signature,
tickets. It
Is figured that the hearing will last
six weeks.

Surveyors are In the field for the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad 'surveying a line from Fort Garland, Colo.,
to Embudo, N. M., there to connect
Fe branch.
with the Antonito-SantThe new line wlil pass through San
Luis. Costilla, Cienegullla, Glenwoody,
Rinconada and within eight miles of
Taos, going down the 'Red River and
Rio Grande canyons.
The cut off will shorten the distance between Denver and Santa Fe
and El Paso twenty-fiv- e
miles and
will lessen the grade considerably. A
large traffic in ore, agricultural products and stock, as well as passenger
traffic, will be assured the cutoff upon completion, as it will give a large
territory, including the Red River,
Amisett, Agua de Ixbo and other mining districts an outlet.
m
m
a

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
ON ENGINES SUCCESSFUL
The experiments made with --wireless
telegraphy on engines running
over the tracks of the Chicago & Alton railroad has proved so successful
that the management of the road has
taken steps to equip all the engines
of the company with the apparatus.
Under the newsystem adopted each
engine carrying its own wireless signal apparatus constitutes the center
of a movabie block traveling with
the train. Near the engineer in the
cab Is an indicator which keeps
him Iniformed of the conditions within the blocks where he is the center.
If a train approaches within two
miles to the rear a green light shows
on the Indicator and a warning bell
calls the attention of the engineer. If
the train is to the front a red light
flashes and a bell rings.
The signals are reciprocal and the
engineers on both trains receive them
at the same instant.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ARE
ASSURED FOR ARTESIA

Peculiar Disappearance.

J. D. Runyan, of Butlervllle, Ohio, laid
the peculiar disappearance of his painful symptom, of 4nditreBlton and bullous,
Artesia, Eddy county, while com-- ' ness, to Dr. Kins. New Life Pill. He
"They are a perfect remedy for
paratively a new town, is forging to eays:
sour stomach, headache,
the front very rapidly.
The village dizziness, etc".
drugtrustees have decided to have elec gists. Price, 25cGuaranteed; at all
tric lights and are only waiting in
Take Kodol After Eating.
order to give the franchise to the
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
company which will offer the best

terms. Several companies are already
in the field to secure this franchise.
An ice plant and a cold storage
house are also among the improvements
which Artesia wi.l have in
time for the summer season of lSUti.
E. A. Clayton is laying out an addition to the town which will contain large resilience lots with graded
streets, and which will contain 22
acres.
Shade trees will be planted
along all the sncc's and avenues in
the new addition.

Soothing and Cooling.
The salve that heals without a scar
is Pe Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
draws out
inflammation, soothes,
cools and heals ail cuts, burns and
bruises. A sur cure for piles and
skin diseases. DeWitt's Is the only
genuine Witch Hazel Salve. ISeware
of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
Sold by all druggists.
o

WllKUK

I'Ki; WAIT."

HEALTH AND PLEAS

Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
digestant and a guaranteed cure for
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stoamch, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by a.l druggists.

NEW TIME CARD
No.
x m.;
No,
11:69
12:09

days.

Eastbouno.
AtanUo Express, arrive T:M
departs 8:30 . m.
4. Chicago Limited, arrives
Tuesdays and Fridays; depart
a, m, Wednesdays and Satur-

2,

No. 8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex- preis, arrives u:45 p. Uj.; departs 7:45
p. iu

Westbound.
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
7:30 p. m.; departs 1:1 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrlTes
10:40 a.
Mondays and Tharsdays;
departs 10: B0 a. m. Mondays and

the. New York
is one Thursdays.
No. 7, 8an Francisco Fast Mall, arii .lut. till
l.s of its
of tin- 111".- -'
I' will
littl.l '.'- ptil;!..:.
ive you rives 10:30 p. m.; d'jparta 11:19 p. m.
an iiLi of a kt .f c! .Iflllllli? pliici s
Southbound.
K, r
r. aci:.
copv, sen.) a
t wi i rut
'
u 11. I
.ii
No. 27 departs 11:30 p. m connect
Jelli ui l'a.-.- :' .'. 'i .', Grain! t'l
with eastern trains
rai t ip in, N. w Yi
No. 22 arrives from sooth 7:19 a. m.
connecting with No. J, eaatbound.
They Appeal to
Sympathies.
All trains dally except No. t and 4.
arid coiwtunt
The billions Ht.d dpt-pt!Mfttror anil uij...l to. our rvm.uhlfH.
No. 1 carrle through
however, who ard and tourist sleeping chads, standThere is ii'.t ont- of
cars to Los
may not be troughi Lack to hrftlta and
Angoles.
happiness by thr us of Chamberiain
No. 7 carries through chair, standfctomach and
'tablets. These tablets Invigorate the stomach and liver hii-and tourist sleeping car for aWa
strengthun the digestion. They also reg- ard
Franelaco.
ulate the bowels, t or sale by all
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
N
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OFFERED

FOR FIRST CLAIM

In Public Favor
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mujj

Sellers, Mgr.
mwjs r",jay
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Our Goods Ride High
There is real value In everything
we sell. You have the satisfaction of knowing that you have full
value for your money when you
buy goods of us. We are now receiving our fall stock of Carpets,
Rugs, Lace Curtains, Portieres,
Etc., and cordially invite you to Inspect our line. No trouble to show
Mail orders solicited and
goods.
"Get the
satisfaction guaranteed.
habit."

D. K. B.

Making

The Best
of Colorado

The El Paso Browns
the
.Mcintosh Urowns at the Pass City yesterday and confiscated the second Drawing For Farms On Great
game of the series by a score of 3
Uintah Reservation Takes
to 2. Starr st.uck out fourteen batters, and was only touched up for four
The Scenic Features, the Mining
hits, and the Mclntoshes were unable
Place Tomorrow
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
to connect safely with the sphere. It
the Manufactories, the Smelting InIs Browns against Browns again toterests, the Choicest Agricultural
day, and tomorrow the Duke City THE CHANCE IS ONLY I IN
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
24
bunch will give battle at El Paso to
places, are all along or reached
the Fort Bliss team. This aggregamost conveniently from the
tion is said to be the strongest in the
Provo, Utah, Aug. 17. Fabulous ofvicinity of El Paso.
fers are made for the first few claims
Unfortunate "Jimmy" Cosgrove, cen- on the Uintah reservation which are to
ter fielder for the Mclntoshes, met be drawn In "Uncle Sam's" lottery,
with another accident on Tuesday. which begins he.e tomorrow. The ofHo and Left Fielder Lane collided in fers range from $3(,lM)0 to 75,tino. On
Many ot the best parts of the state
chasing a fly and after making a turn account of these, there alieady is
can be reached by no other railway.
This Is the
In the air "Jimmy" came down on his much excitement here.
Are you Interested in Colorado?
Jimmy" got a nail in his foot niecca of the more than 37.imk men
head.
Send three cents in stamps for our
early In the spring and later he suf- who are registered at the four points,
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturfered a term on the bench from a and the many hundreds who are
esque Colorado," to
searching through the Uintah lands in
sprained ankle.
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
an effort to discover the valuable
Denver, Colo.
claims.
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS IN
The offers give point to the asserTHE MAJOR LEAGUES tions often made and as often denied
that there are many pel sons on the
riiBide who know the locations which
National League.
are richest and will easily be able to THE DINING
At Pittsburg
It. H. E. get control of them. Another strange
Pittsburg
CAR SERVICE
5 10 3 feature of the matter is that the govBrooklyn
10 16 2 ernment maps which showed exactly
Second Game
R. H. E. what lands had been reserved to the
Pittsburg
6 9 3 Indians for forest and for Irrigation
Brooklyn
4 10 4 have not yet arrived from WashingFrom the California Limited
ton. The air Is filled with the grumbLog jSook)
American League.
ling of those who declare that this is
At Philadelphia
R. H. E. part of the deal with alleged departSt. Louis
4 ii 2 ment gratters, who
have purposely
Philadelphia
8 13
1 played Into the hands of
the wealth
At Washington
R. H. E. grabbers, Including the Raven MinWashington
l 8 4 ing company.
Cleveland
7 H 0
Already the forest reserve, accord- It is peculiar that all of ns
At New York
ing to Fort Duchesne dispatches, is
should compliment the Harvey
Game between New York and De- ovenun by mining prospectors, who,
System, and yet wo do. It's a
troit postponed on account of wet although they cannot locate claims'
grounds.
habit, and we can't help it, I
until October 28, have the advantage:
At Boston
Strong!
of two months' prospecting.
am really ashamed to say anyGame between Chicago and Boston military patrols have been mobilized
thing further, but I can't abpostponed on account of rain.
to meet all contingencies. More than'
stain. The dining car service
300 soldiers are under the command-- !
Western League.
on the California Limited is too
ant at the post, and are distributed so.
At Sioux City
R. H. E. as to patrol Important sections. Two
good to be true.
Sioux City
4 9 (J
K. T. W.
St. Joseph
1
8 3 in tne western pait.
some trouble is
Second Game
R. h. E. feared from Indians, but at present
Sioux City
5 7 2 they are giving no concern to the solSt. Joseph
0 6 0 diers. They are busy making hay and
At Pueblo
r, h. E taking It to Fort Duchesne.
i'ueblo
14 9 !
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
tfcnver
8 14
6
d

Colorado Southern
Railway

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

Is what we are doing with every one who testa
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per C3S8 of 2 dozen
quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
Auto. Phone 292.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316
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OLUB BUILDING.
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City Undertaker

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

EAST

CELEBRATED
Chicago and return. $5250, with flnal limit of October SI. or MS 71
'
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return, $44.60, with flnal limit of October
$41-tl or
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON 8ALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER SO.
Denver and return. $25.15.
Colorado Springs and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Puehlo, or $41.16 rla
Dnrr

Q, F. C.

0

WHISKEY
BOTTLED

IN BOND.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October
THE

GEO.

15.

Final Limit Oct 31st

II. S. LUTZ, Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.

T, STAGG CO,,

DIBTILLKRB
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI

ftttltttltl ZEIGER CAFE Jttttttttttt

& EAKIN

SHiuiiummmiiiui)
QUICKEL

SOLE AGENTS.

&

Albuquerque. New

Mexico

JiAlv

Established

PHONE

In

F. G. PRATT

199.

2

211

"FANCY

T II

K

ST. EUO

j

GROCERIES1

South Second Street.

lsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery

&

Gracf.

in
Dealers
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, H Ay
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET'

FINEST
AND

OOMS

SAMPLE
s?

AND

CLUB'IOOMS

iyltWra3U'Wro
We Fill

Prescriptions
RiGHS.

at consistent Prices

WINES

WHISKIES.

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH

Hi

Tott

IN.

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

& GO.

boden's Granite Flour
AND

CLUB

1CE2.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,'
Jas. Heekin & Co' s Coffees, Inv
STAPLE

AJNrD

Proprietors.

BOTHE

FINK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

JJ

AUTOMATIC

miieliii..;

Tl.e I"

Residence Auto. Thone No. 20P

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal mer

NEW BANK

THE

Colo. Phone 93

Bell 'Phone No. 115

'

A
American Association.
At St. Paul
Will
not
do you any good unless you
St. Paul
4
have some money to put In it. The
Minneapolis
1
surest way to get money ahead Is to
At Kansas City
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Kansas City
7
Underwear, Enamelware, TinMilwaukee
!".!!"!! 2 Goods,
ware, Crockery, and of course, your
At Columbus
Columbus
e Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store In the
Louisville
u
whole city. A few prices will give you
At Toledo
an inkling of our fine goods:
Toldeo
7
you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
Indianapolis
!!!..! 5 andIf look
at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
Public Is Aroused.
The public la arounsed to a knowledge at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
of the curative merits of that great nwi-Iclook at ours at $3.50. If you cay
tonic, Klectrlc Bitters, for sick stom- and
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary H. Walters of &! St. Clair avenue, Columbus. at $4. All plainly marked; one price
Ohio, writes: "For several months I was to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
Klven up to die. I had fever and ague, for your coffee, try ours at
25c. Noi
my nerves were wrecked; I could not
sleep, and my stomach was so weak risk. Your money back if you want
from useless doctors' drugs that I could It. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
not eot. Boon after beginning to take for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,!
Elect no Bitters I obtained relltf, and In
a short time I was entirely cured." Guar- try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c.
If!
anteed at all drug stores. Price Wo.
you pay 60c for tea, try ours anyj
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD kind you want, at 40c. Remember,!
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSE we guarantee all our goods.
Yourj
FLOUR.
money back If you want it.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Colic and Diarrhoea A Remedy That
Wm. Dolde. Proprietor.
Is Prompt and Pleasant.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
The prompt results produced by ChamAll goods delivered.
berlain s Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoe
Kemedy, toKether
with Its pleasant
tiiBte. have won for It a place In many
Hello, Central! I am In dirt from
households. Mr. W. T. Taylor, a mer"Well, you want
chant of Wlnsluw, Ala., writes: "I have cellar; to garret.
used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Thornton. He Is the cleaner."
With
Ularrhoe Kemedy myself and also with competent help. Pi Ices
reasonable.
men on my place, for diarrhoea and Has
both 'phones. Oflice, 8'J'J North,
colic anil It always gives relief promptly
and pleasantly." For sale by all dealers. Third street.

t

ei

ETC.

BRNETT, Prop.

120 West Hallroal Avenue

W!V.JLii&aJi

W.VTV

B.

RTJPPE
"

Kext to Bank ol Comrairce

203 West

R. R.

Ave.

1
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Curos Colic, Cramps,
Stomach Cc nplalnts.

From ludgt

Published Daily and Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. $. STRICKLER
Itusiueits Mannper
President
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TEDDY

laOC.

He Is Just one of us,
Capable, c i ver
Proving K Pltirlbus
I'nuin fnrever.
He Is a match for Kings
Willie and Eddie;
He can do lots of tilings
lTcsidolit Teddy!

ll

The Itoswell KoKistor gives some inltluy pood advice
that portion, and which Is mmo tho less
to the people
applicable to every section of tho territory. It says:
"Every farmer In Chaves county who has some product of unusual merit bring a sample of It to the Koswcll
Commercial Club rooms and place It in the exhibit that
tho club lit getting up for the benefit of visitors and the
country as a whole. The Idea Is to have all the good crops
T

'TOO

la the rooms of tho Commercial Cub. where all visitors
go, that they may see what the country is actually able
to do. Thus the valley will bo great, y benefitted. Kach
contribution Is to be labeled with the name of the grower
will
and the location of his land. Thus the contributor

at

liberally paid for his work In bringing contributions to
the club. It Is high time that the farmers were responding, for some of tho best and most attractive specimens
can now be secured. The club has taken up this matter
for public benefit and as everything of this character
heaps raise the value of laud, tho farmers should, for
extheir own benefit If not for public, join in making the
hibit a good one."
Of course, there are many places in the territory
as
which do not have so many visitors from the states
RegisJtoswell has; but audi a permanent exhibit as the
the county seat,
ter suggests, having a home of its own at
great
and growing
of
be
but
not
could
for,
and well cared
counties In this
benefit to every one of tho twenty-fiv-

oomes.

KKTO4

I

LATE TO CLASSIFY

Roberts'

FOR

South

addle

--

SALE-IIE

KENT-ligh- t

In 1900.

T

i

LINDEMANN,

&

THE SQUARE MUSIC

DEALERS.

o. w.

Inquire

pony.

itii

street.
Two large

rooms for
;.in:;, w ith electric
hotis- -'
light. Also t ,vn i header rooms 'for
light hous' i ;eeplng, $3 each. Mrs.
H. E. Rut!,' rford. same block with
Congregati' ul church.

FOR

i

fTRONO BLOCK

o

UNDERTAKERS

REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plate. $8.00;
Fillings,
Gold Crown. $6.00;
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted withguaranteed.
out pain, 50c. All

SUPERINTENDENTS
FAfRVIEVY

AND

SANTA

OWNERSHIP
San Francisco Chronicle

B.

F. COPP. D.
Boom

!,

D.

5.
201-21-

8. T. Armijo Bldg.

1

The benefit in most of the counties would lie tu the
to
fact that such a collection would be au object lesson
sharpthe people of the county themselves. And as iron
one beget
ened iron, so does achievement on the part ofThis
is the
of
others.
part
on
the
emulation
the spirit of
secret of progress. The farmer who sees at his county
Beat how his neighbors have excelled him In certain lines
of grains, fruits or vegetables, will find himself fired with
the laudable desire and determination to excel them in
some specialty of his own during the next season.
Albuquerque is so fortunately situated that such a
collection here would not only be very fine, but would
bring benefit alike from the enlightening of a large visiting public and the stimulation of emulation among home
people.
The last weekly crop bulletin from Santa Fe says
that "'poor seed caused a thin stand of corn In theIs minor
there
portion of the fields throughout the territory."
no way to prevent such an occurrence? Is there no territorial agency to encourage the use of letter seed among
the native farmers, and through which such farmers may
procure such better seed? If not, whj not?

AN ARIZONA METHOD
t
statehood league in Arizona is meeting
The
with difficulties, so The Citizen has been informed. Governor Klbhe is the postoffice referee in that territory, as
t
statehood
the delegate Is a democrat, and so the
lague of which the governor Is the real head, Is attempting to use the postmasters as a sort of agency to collect
names to a petition against Jointure.
Many of the postmasters are complying, as they are
afraid of their official heads, but it turns out that some
of them are in favor of Joint statehood, and so they have
complained to the postmaster general against being asked to do the work, and against this mode of getting up
petitions, and the chances are that Postmaster General
Cortelyou will order them to keep hands off.
Some of the postmasters have replied boldly and
sharply to Mr. Cleary, the secretary of the league, that
they are In favor of the jointure, and will not work
against it.
anti-Join-

anti-Join-

According to the
the failure of Russia in the Japanese war can be traced through a number
of causes, all of which find their foundation in the "manyana" spirit,' which is as great among the Russians as
among the Spaniards. In Illustration, it refers to the fact
that when the dispatches from Witte arrived in St. Peters, telling the terms Japan demanded, they found the
foreign office desetred, the secretaries at ball or supper,
and the foreign minister himself absent at his summer
villa. But there may be a different construction placed
upon this Incident. There is no "manyana" manifested
when unarmed workmen are to be shot down by brutal
Globe-Democr-

The results of municipal ownership of street cars in
'Manchester, England, for the year ending .March 31, moii,
were made Known at a recent meeting of the tramway
committee of the corporation and are made the subject of
a report by Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull.
The report states that in 1904 the routes open for
traffic aggregated 137 miles of single track. During the
year just ended extensions have been made and opened
for traffic, so that the average length of single track open
for traffic on March 31, 195, was 140 miles. The revenue
account shows that the total Income for the year was
$3,159,778 and that the charges were $.r.0fi.388, leaving a
net profit for the year of $004,750, against $008,527 for
the preceding year.
During the year the number of passengers carried J
was 120,9(10,875, an increase of over 0,000,000 on the previous year. The car mileage shows an Increase of considerably over 600,000 miles, tho figures being 14,123,124
last year, against 12,617,448 In 1903-04- .
The percentage of passengers' fares shows that 71.94
per cent paid 2 cents for tho journey, 11.1 per cent 3
cents, 7.10 per cent 4 cents, and 5.40 per cent 1 cent. Of
the total number of passengers carried, 91,281,804 paid 2
cent fares.
The electrical energy used during the year amounted
to 18,854.210 units, against 10 815,704 in the previous
year. The average traffic revenue per car mile was
21.36 cents, against 21.04 cents, and the average traffic
revenue per mile of single track $21,495, against $22,340
The average working expenses per car mile.
in 1903-04- .
Including power cost, was 13.98 cents, against 1 5.56 cents.
There has been a reduction In working hours from
seventy to fifty-fou- r
hours per week. The maximum
wages paid motormen Is 14 cents per hour and conductors 13.50 cents per hour. A grant of one week's holiday
per year with pay is given. Uniform clothing is supplied
and free riding on the cars to and from duty. In Hull,
which Is the only instance in England of motormen receiving more than 14 cents, the pay Is 15.4 cents, but
there Is no holiday allowance.

SOME STORIES
AND

WISE
SOME OTHERWISE

o

o

Change of Mind.
James Dalrymple, of Glasgow, the expert on municipal street car ownership, told a good story at Cleveland,
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Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

JEMEZ HOT

CO

CO

c
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Groceries, Cigars snd Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Freeh Meat
No. 100 North Broadway.

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers.
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

at

MOVING

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25 Boarding Horses a Specialty
65c
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE
40c
MONTHS FOR CHICK-E$10.50 THE WORST
INTERNATIONAL
CHOLERA.
POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
PACKAGE CONDISEASE.

STABLE

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light

"AMBULANCE"

THE SICK OR IN
JURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night
$9
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
$6.75 Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147,
$6
25c
20

cr

A. SIMPIER

Corner Washington Avenue.
Albuquerque,
New Msxles.

FOR

m

CO

General Merchandise

Special Prices
On the Following

o

3

DHALER IN

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

7s

C

M. OR AGO IB

We

ort
o
0)

CP 0)

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Albhiuerqtie every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address YV. L. Trimble A Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. P. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.
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STAGE LINE

2

o

to
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e
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MONUMENTS.

OF MANCHESTER TRAMWAYS

CD

to

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES
MUNICIPAL

1905.

case, at

good show

daurntit.

K
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17,

Defer not to a future day to act wisely. The ever present Is ths
one time given you for action. If you are out to buy a piano today,
call In here without delay, and sea ths fine showing of piano bargains,
Including Chickerlng Bro., Starr, Ellington, Howard, Hamilton, Oxford,
and many other make. Our prices are low, and our terms make piano
buying eay. May ws have your order for piano tuning?

LLARNARD

avenue.
Two tine residence lots,
A, Mils, P. O. Box 11,

516 At!.

FOR SALE
closo in.
city.
FOR SALE

Pace maker and he leads
All of tho rest, too;
Peace maker and proceeds
When it Is best to.
Just the right sort of man.
Honest and steady,
Thorough American
President Teddy!

le

A DOC.

wagon.
f
E. W.
WANTED
A'
eond street.
Fee, (120 S' .i t,
FOR SALE I'm,', young Jersey cow,

Versatile' fellow, he;
Statesman and fighter,
Hunter and. frequently,
Fairly good writer.
For either work or p ay
He is quite n a ly.
Strenuous? I should say!
President Teddy!

of Chaves county gathered into a large exhibit and placed

THURSDAY, AUG.

M. BERGER
CCPVHlttrtT

lelini

Weet Copper Ave.

TI4

"EMP'rtZSS.- -

WHOLESALE

LIQUOR AND CIGAR

TAINS 100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS.
DEALERS
PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E.
W. FEE. 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
Exclusive A (rents for Yellowstone
IVES, THE FLORIST.
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated catalogue and
distributors
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT price list. Automatic Telephone 1M. Salesroom 111 South First Street,
AVE. SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
MotIoji
V
Alhuoiifrou

& Eakin

Ohio.

"There was a Glasgow man to whom his wife said',
" 'Donald, next Thursday is Helen's birthday.
She
will he eleven years old. Give nie t little money, please,
to get a birthday present for her."
"The man, as he took out his purse, said quorously:
"'How the deuce are you ablo to remember so exactCossacks and delicate women are to be sent to the hell ly the dates of all our children's births?'
" 'Easily enough,' the woman answered.
of a Silurian penal station. It Is only in her diplomacy
'Our first
that Russia shows the "manyana" spirit; and It Is cer- child was born on January 17, and on that date you gave
tain that in the past Russia has gained many a diplo- mo a necklace of diamonds and rubles. Our second was
matic victory by just such intentional procrastination.
born on January 2, and on that date you gave me a needle
case worth Blxpense. Our third child was born on OctoAt Carrlzo.o, Lincoln county, N. M., Peter E. Lacey, ber 27, and that date is firmly fixed in my mind through
If you have an y busine ss of a f inancial
has been appointed postmaster, vice Fred M. F. Hunt, re- a terrible rumpus that you made about a milliner's bill.' "
OF
signed; anil at Jemes, Sandoval county, Hagy Unes has
Cincinnati Enquirer.
na(u
re or if you hav e any re ason
been appointed, vice Chas, K. Spader, resigned.
JHeart to Heart Talk.
to chaHge your Balnk Acco unt
An Irish soldier wanted to get a furlough and trumpGOOD STOI2Y VILL TOLD
very
sick
was
wife
story
his
the
up
effect
to
a
that
ed
AL BUQUER QUE, NE W MEXI CO
call or write us.
The department of publicity for the
and Clark and had written him to come home. Tho captain was
Centennial exposition sends out the following story to aware of Pat's tricks, so he said to him:
"I have received a letter from your wife in which she
which the attention of tho youthful readers of The Ciii-sedirects me not to let you go home. She said: 'He gets
Is especially invited.
Four boys and five girls who live at Lookout, f kait drunk; he breaks my household furniture, and ho miscounty, Washington, and who comprise Miss Clara Vine-up'- treats me shamefully."'
Capital a nd Surp
Pat saluted and started to leave the room, but on
eighth grade class at that place, di elded last winter
I
that they wanted to visit the fair, bin they had no money. reaching the door turned and said: "Sor. can speak to
not as if to an officer but as mwi to moti."
The school needed a Janitor, at five dollars a mouth, and
used by the Treasurer of the United States. United States
The above Is a fac simile of the discount-glas"(in ahead." said the captain.
the five girls volunteered to act as a composite janitor.
notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, and Treasury notes of 1S90, are redeemable
Vat went close to the captain and lowering his voice
They got the Job, and did the work better than it had
by the Treasury, and when not mutilated so that less than three-fifthof the ordinal proportions remains, by
ever been done before. Then the four boys, not to he out aid:
the several Assistant Treasurers, at face value. United States notes are redeemable in coin, in sums not less
you
I am
Is
sayin'
that
what
this;
or.
supply
after
school
"Well,
the
with
to
cord
wooi',
contracted
done,
than $30, by the Ass'stant Treasurers in New York and San Francisco. Treasury notes of 18:10 are redeemable In
:id me are two of the most illigant liars the InM ever
and did it.
eoln, In sums not less than $50, by the Treasurer and all the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certificates are redeem.New i oi k worpi.
made, l urn not a married non.
able In standard silver dollars only, or exchangeable for other silver certificates. NationaJ bank notes are reThese methods Wtre sure enough, but very blow,
deemable by the Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers. United States notes, fractional currency notes,
the class organized a theatrical company, and presented
when mutilated so that less
gold certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes of 1890, and National bank
"Down by tho Sea," to enthusiastic audiences in their A Cud of Promise.
of the original proportions remains, are redeemable by Treasury
but clearly more than
than three-fifths- ,
A
own and neighboring school houses. The funds were
Sundays ji
a well known minister preached
are
only, at oue-hal- f
the face value of the who's note or certificate. Fragments not clearly more than
to more than $20'. Still money was needed. The in a vill.iLi' church. Af'i-- r the moiii int? service, while
not redeemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required In paragraph 13. Fragments less than three-fifthhook.
have
a
cook
shoiul
Ixokout
some
decided
:h
small
that
class
i'::ni!
the village, h" came across
are redeemed at the face value of the whole note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or other persons
They gathered receipts from mother and frietidt.. per- Nns piav'.nu bali.
having knowledge of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The affidavit must state the
"My smii." lie said to out' of them, "dnn't you know
cause and manner of the multllatlon, and must be sworn and subscribed to before an officer qualified to administer
suaded Ilellingham merchants to subscribe to enough advertising to pay cost of publication, and sold several hue
hat it is sinful to play ball on tho Sahha'li day?"
ths, who Boust affli hit official seal thereto, and the character of the affiant must be certified to be tood by
uch officer or some other bavins n official seal. Signatures by mark X) must be witnessed by two persons
cents each. This
Nil. sir." replied the boy innoctntly.
dred copies of the hook at twenty-fivwho can write, and who must give their place of residence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion under
"It is, my buy, and very sinful," said the minister.
increased the fund to $3U0, which was sutlicient to pay
this regulation ss may seem to him needful to protect the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
all necessary expenses. Then the nine and their ti acher "Cod knows all things, and lie therefore sees you and
are rejected and returnd.
went to Portland, and they enjoyed the fair, probably will punish you for your sin."
ever
you
who
really
believe, sir." asked the boy, "that God
have
more than any other nine boys and girls
"In
knows everything?"
visited it.
"Must assuredly." said the pind man.
in.
a
"lines he know that my I'ncle .lnhn lias
Is very much like our country In the slowness
:t cow?"
We are now open for business, with
"(if course lie dots, my child."
makes public her census returns, on
with which
Everybody
welcome to look through
a new and second-hanline of furniJ
.A
"That's where you net lift, for I'ncle John hain't got
more so. The results of the census of the Russian empire,
ture,
three-floo114
at
our
In
South
street,
large
Fourth
boy,
repository.
the
the
cow!"
ago,
he
cried
published
just
a.i
hall.
years
for
eight
been
Marled
mi
have
af'er the
taken
.
the Gleckler building.
first time and give tho tola! population of Kussla at 125,- - James I'owe, Albany, X. Y.
8U,C.S2 inhabitants, of which ti2,512,0'.(8 are men and 03,- IRVAN & HAYGOOD.
167.081 women. The uumbi-- of illiterates Is returned at How Twain Got Rich.
J'J,O7n,4;:0, or 79 per cent of the population. As to the
In a conversation w 'th Willi mi liean llnvvells on one
several classes, the moujiks (or peasants) are numbered occasion the subject of literature ici.-udes was bleachIf we don't do your
A
at 00,t90,f.48 ami the middle classes at 13,380,392 persons ed by tile humorist.
G
U
HA
LIN
while the members of the nobility are given as l,85ii,28.r.
"My difficulties tuunht me some thrift," he observed.
we both lose money. We
John W. Abbott, Prop.
The clergy of all denominations number 5SS 917 men and "Hut never knew whether It was wiser to spend by last
haul anything quickest and
of Cossacks there are 2,928,842.
nit Uel fur a cij;ar to smoke or fur an Hile to devour."
best service in city. Excavatis
Only thm
"1 am astonished,"
observed Mr. Unwell, "that a
ing a speciality.
of
Since the close of the PpanUh war, which seems person of so little decision should unci with su much
Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Meats, Butter and Eggs
scarcely more than yenerdiy, the population of this world y success."
high-grad- e
Mark wain nodded very gravely.
Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
country has increased 8,t)'Hi,uuu in number.
t09 North Second St.
Geo. M. Baccus, Prop.
"Indecision about spending' money," he said, "Is worAND HARNESS
...VEHICLES
The average country editor doesn't trouble himself thy of cultivation. When I couldn't decide what to buy
CO
about cholera or cholera morbus during the hot weather with my last iiickel, 1 kept It, and so became rich."
FRUITS
AND
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
VEGETABLES.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
months, for lie has patmt insldes.
FRESH EVEHY DAY, AT MALOY'S.
the news.

Scale For Discounting Legal Tender Notes

The
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THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

DRESS GOODS 20
Brllliantine, 50 inches
navy blue, royal blue,
and green; would be
yard. Special Price,

59c

pieces New Curtain
per yar- dGo

pieces of Good
wide; In black,
brown, cardinal
cheap at 75c a
per yard

CO

One Lot Women's Vests, tape
n Sale for
12J 2c;

worth

7c

MILL END SALE OF REMNANTS
3,000 yards Tine Dress Gingham Rem-

HERE'S A SNAP IN LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS 50 dozen Plain, White
Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs,
ALL
PURE LINEN; Sale Price, each

25C

nants, 3 yards to 12 yards In each
piece, all worth 12'ac a yard; for this
sale, per yard

at, per yard
Qq
300 pieces New Outing Flannels, extra quality, all new patterns; Salo
Price, per yard

7l,c

25 dozen Best Quality Turkish

Tops, on Sale at, each

4c

50 dozen

UNDERSKIRTS 200 Mus-ti- n
Underskirts, In plain, Hemstitched,
Lace and Embroidery trimmed, full
sized; made of good muslin; on Sale,
each

2,000 yards Fancy White Goods Remnants, worth 20c a yard; Sale Price,

Qq

45C

200 pieces New Huron Percales,
27
inches wide, good quality, per yard

5,000 yard Checked Apron
good quality, at, per yard
5,000 yards Beet Dress
worth 10c yard, see them;

only, per yard

Qq

5.000 yards Fine White Goods Remnants, 3 to 10 yards In piece, worth
up to 15c a yard; Sale Price, yard

9c

Ghc

pieces Best Plain Outing Flannels,

One Lot Women's Vests, sold for
each; Special Sale Price, each

H

n
n
n
H

n

25c

H

If
U

n
n

n

H

0

0
0
0
3c
2,000 yards good White Walstlngs,
0
to
yards
each piece, worth up to
0
35c a yard, at The Tempting Price
per yard
0
12,.,C
0
OQQ

Ginghams,
Sale Price

in white, cream, baby blue, pink and
red, very fine quality, at, per yard

t2,c

Lot Women's Vests, In white,
pink and blue, sold for 12"2c; Sale
Price
Qq

Gingham,

n
u
n
if
h
0

n

25c
Misses Black,

One

4c

500
NEW
OUTING
FLANNELS
pieces New Outing Flannel, good quality, neat patterns, at the low price of,
per yard
GKC

Pillow

Fine Ribbed
Hose, the Topsy Brand, same quality
sold elsewhere for 20c per pair; on
Sale here for, per pair

MUSLIN

7 he

100

j;jic

50 pieces Unbleached Outing Flannel,

neck,

25 dozen Lawn Kimonos, all sizes, on

Sale at

pieces Table Oil Cloth, VA yards
wide; Best Standard Quality, worth
25c a yard: your choice of patterns,
at, per
50

25c

c

yard

Cretons, at,

One Lot Women's Vests, In extra
sizes, sold for 40c; Special Sale
Price

2,000 yards New Scotch Lawn at, per

15c

One Lot Women's Vests, at, each

3

12

In

of,

000000000000000000 000000000000000000000 000000000

MANAGER HOUSTON

THE

DUTCH
THAT YOU GET

THE

For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
to
work, we will give you ample opportunity
secure a double
DUTCH TREAT.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY PURPOSE CARRIED IN
STOCK.
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE

83

Estimate Cheerfully Given.
OUUIIinGdlGIII

Clnrtrin
UGulllb

9.

Ob

Prtnrf niAtinn
ULtiiLIII
ULIIOil

Pn

UU.,

--

210 South
Second St.

14

c.

Corn

September,

Oats

August,

O'hC.

$8.25 M.

DIECKMANN
AT

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE
SEPTEMBER 8th

FREE!

FREE!

CASINO

1

September,

$14.32:

Octo-

$7.75;

October,

$S;

October,

Closing Prices on Stocks.
New York, Aug. 17. Following
were some or tne closing prices
the exchange today:
Atchison, 91; pfd., 104 Va; N. Y.
155"B;
Pennsylvania,
; S.
145
liS?8; U. P., 137 .4; pfd., as 14; U.
S., 37'4; pfd., pi5.

FREE!

CASINO

December,

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Aug. 17. Cattle Receipts,
5,000; market steady to lOc lower; native steers, $3.75(&5.50;
southern
steers, $2.5o4.25;
cows,
southern
$1,5043; native cows and heifers,
$1.75(j5; stockers and feeders, $2.50
&4.10; bulla, $23.25; calves, $2.50(fj)
5.25;
western
steers, $3.25(4.90;
western cows, $2(&3.25.
Sheep Receipts, 2,ou0; market 10c
higher; muttons, $4.25 5.75; lambs,
$j.r0(fr 7.25;
range wethers, $4.50
5.75; fed ewes, $3.90&4.ti5.

violinist
IN CONCERT

September,

52c;

25c;

Pork September,
ber, $14.40.
Lard September,
Itlbs

WILL APPEAR

SIGNS PITCHER J. F. BENN, WHO

WOOL

Provisions,
Chicago, Aur. 17. Closing prices:
W heat August, 82c;
September,

$7.05.

BRUNO

METAL

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Au. 17. Cattle
Receipts, G.iiimi; market steady to 10c
higher; good to piime steers, $3.40
tl.l'i; poor to medium, $I(Q5.25; Block
ers and teedei's, $2,251( 4; cows, $2.25
(ft 4.25;
heifers, $2Cri'5; canners, $1.25
fr;i..r.O; hulls,
$2.1U&4; calves, $34t)
6.00; Texas fed steers. $4X4.85; west
ern steers, $3.504.75.
Sheep Receipts,
lo.OOO;
market
10 to 15c higher;
gcxid
to choice
$4.!Mif&
wethers,
5.50: fair to choice
mixed, $4.50 (ft 4.80; western sheep,
$4.f;ofe5.40; western lambs, $G7.50;
native lambs, $5.25 7.75.

EXACT EQUIVALENT

CAiithmnrfnrn

MONEY

HAS A NEW FIND

i

(

I

With every Gas Range, two tickets to the
Casino. Best seats in the house, free pass on
cars both way. Those who cook with gas are
there on time. Show Room Fourth and Gold
Avenue. See the Gas Man.

New York Money Market.
New York, Aug. 17. Money on call,

easy at 1 lift 2 per cent; prime
cantile paper. 4(&4'2 per cent.
silver, Co'dC

mer-

Bar

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 17. Wool mar-

ket, steady; territory and medium,
2Sf;!0c; line medium, 25f(2;
fine
161118c.

Free Gas

BEEN

PLAYING

IN BLACK

HILLS, SOUTH DAKOTA LEAGUE.

AN OLD SAYING, MEAN-

ING

MARKETS
HAS

TREAT
IS

-

5T0C

Free Gas

GIROFLE-GlROFL-

A

IS

THE BILL T0.MGHT

If you live on the gas mains and purchase a
Gas Stove, we set up your stove and connect

you with tne gas Gas Ranges at
Cost
mains free of any
charge Ladies' see the Old Man then the
Gas Man. Fourth and Gold Avenue.

Cirofle Cirofla, which will bo the
bill at the Casino tonight, is by the
great composer Offenbach ami is
by many to be one of bis
L'r. au-s- t
works.
C.irofl.' flirof a are
twin sisters who look so much alike
that even their parents are compelled
to dress tlieni differently to distinguish one from the other.
Girorie
wears a blue Fcarf ami Cirofla a pink-one-.
age
At the
of eighteen they are
betrothed, Girofle to Marlsijiiin, a
bunker's son,
to whom Boro, the
father, is Indebted 4,0ml, 0mu plasters,
and flirofla to Moor Monzook. who
ihn ateiis the over run of rjoiepra nro.
iiu e On the day of the wed. ling Gi- rt!a Is stolen by a band of pirates
and on the arrival of the two bride-- I
grooms, each demanding his bride, ti
parents ore placed in a petty predicament. Then comes the exchange of
ribbons, the giving of Girofle to both
suitors and the ludicrous positions the
father gets himself into furnishes the
plot for p.ctity of comedy, pathos and
etiter'ainmetit.
K. A. Wadrt appears as Bolero, the
father: Krank Biiriross as Monzook;
.1. C. Taylor as the lover, and Mrs.
Gertrude Ilutchoson, the dual role of
Giroth Girofla. The entire strength of
the company Is used up in characterizing the performance.
The university will he open for rrg-Monday. August 12.
istrati.m
S'.udents wishinc to make arrangements
w
I
ill
fin
for (ntiance,
President Tight
or I icu n Ih'diiin at the univei ,iy any
week.
this
time

d

!

.Manager F. J. Houston of the Mcintosh Browns, today signed J. F. Henn,
of the South Dakota league, who will
be added to the pitching staff of the
home team. Ilenn has been in the city
"i it was not until jester
day that Houston found him.
evening Henn walked into
Houston s store and Introduced him
self. He looks the part of a profes
sional oau player, being about six
ieet tall and exceptionally well built
tne summer llenn has been
playing with the Helle Fourrhe team
in me mack Hills league of South Da
hoia, ana the records show that he
uas ueen pitching good ball,
me league closed Its season ten
days ago and Benn started for the Pa- cinc coast, where he had been offered
a Derm on the Los Angeles team. He
sioppea on in the city to visit for a
couple of days, and the chances are
that he will be kept here until after
iue iair.
This afternoon. In company with
Mr. Houston and seveial fans, he went
to Traction park and spent half an
hour warming up with Catcher Pettis. He has plenty of speed and all
the curves, etc., and it looks as if Mr
nouston nas made a find of great
value to the team.
HUNGARIANS ENGAGE IN
FIGHT

FREE-FOR-AL- L

Last night

Pi

WILL ALL BOOST FOR

i

for a moment. Whafwould be the use
of Inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

BIG EVENT

Floor Coverings

is

Secretary li. K. B. Sellers has announced the appointment of vice presidents for the twenty-fiftannual New
Mexico territorial fair, which will be
held in this city September 18 to 23,

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure
to have

Inclusive.

The list, which Includes
names, embraces come of
the most prominent men In the territory, and every county Is represented. Each vice president w ill boost the
big fair and will see to It that his locality is kept posted on all matters
pertaining to New Mexico's greatest
annual event.
The appointment of these men will
mean that every section of the terrl-ritorwill he represented at the fair
with exhibits of all kinds. Not only
will exhibits be sent, but people from
these sections will make It a point to
be In Albuquerque during the fair. No
expense or pains will be spared to see
that all are royally entertained. There
will bo hotel accommodations for all,
and no exorbitant
rates will be
charged. The fair management and
the piople of Albuquerque will guarantee everybody a good time and the
largest crowd in the history of a territorial fair is expected this year.
!o:ty-tw-

Carpels and Rugs

y

that

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

Albert Fabef,

with

305 Railroad Avenue

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Drain Laying

The Vice Presidents.
IS IT? WELL, WE GUESS! WHEN
The following; are the vice presidents, together with the city and
IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GIVcounty in which they, reside;
ING GENUINE VALUE FOR EVERY
John Morrow, Haton, Colfax county.
DOLLAR YOU SPEND FOR PLUMBJ. O. Cameron, Carlsbad, Kddy
ING, THERE IS NO ONE AHEAD OP
county.
C. W.
US. IF YOU WANT TO BE IN THE
Stewart, C arlshad, Eddy
M
a&. fU
county,
SWIM, GET GOOD,
ENDURING
Jesus M. Casados, Salado, GuadaWORK
AND 8AVE MONEY, WE
lupe county.
ARE THE PEOPLE TO SEE.
John Y." Hewitt, White Oaks, Lincoln county.
W. C. McDonald, Carrizoso, Lincoln
county.
C. IT. Strong, Mora, Mora countv
122 WEST SILVER AVENUm
Vlcinti Mares, Wagon Mound, Mora
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
county.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
K. L. Young, Las Cruces, Dona Ana
county.
. Homing
Jones,
Las Cruces, IXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXJ
4
iHma Ana county.
J. W. Fleming, Silver City, Grant
county.
W. B. Walton, Silver City, Grant 3
county.
Henry Grant, Abiqul, Taos county.
Frank Ixtpez, Parkview, Torrance
Room 18, N. T. Armio Building.
county.
L. Bradford Prince, Moneto, Rio
Arriba county.
K. C. De Baca, Las Vegas, Saq MiDo you realize that you can get
guel county,
MODERN Telephone Service today for
O. A.
l.arrozold, Las Vegas, San
Miguel county.
what
you are paying for inferior
W. B. Bunker, East Las Vegas, San
Miguel county.
service.
Marcelino Garcia, Santa Fe, Santa
Fe county.
The only Long Distance TransN. B. I.aughlin, Santa Fe, Santa Fe
county.
mitters and Receivers; Wall or
C. F. Easley, Santa Fe, Santa Fe
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
county.
you wish; Lowest rates.
J. G. Fitch, Socorro, Socorro county.
T. J. Ross, Hermosa, Socorro county. a
John Plemmons, Hillsboro, Grant
iXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXTXXXXXXX)
rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
county.
Alex. Gnsdorf, Taos, Taos county.
It. C. Pooler, Taos, Taos county.
Ollin E. Smith, Clayton, Union
couniy.
Joge .Merced Gonzales,
Clayton,
uuion county,
K. A. Dow, Tajiquo, Union county.
We give on our laundry work?
Try it and see how
George L. Shakesnenre. bntnlm.
'
Grant county.
durable it is. Notice how long it keeps its finish.
Manuel Salazar,
Salazar. Colfax
county.
We turn out linen, white as snow and free from all
W. F. Kuchenbecker,
Gallup,
county.
specks
or wrinkles.
John Kennedy, Gallup. McKlnlev
county.
,
Rosalio, Lopez, Tularosa. Otero
county.
W. K. Stallauh, Alamogordo. Otero
county.
"RED WAGONS"
J. F. HInkle, Roswell, Eddv county.
Jerry Simpson.
Ros we'll. Eddv
county.
. N. Knight. Farminirton
San
Juan county.
Geoigo Lambert, Aztec, San Juan
county.
J. A. Brothers. Farming fin
San
Juan county.
Harry hpeckman, Estancia. Tor- ranee county.
George F. Allen. Faminirton
San
Juan county.
SHERMAN WILLIAMS
BUILDING PAPER Al-

c

J. L. Bell

Co.

The Colorado Telephone Company.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

y

a row

of considerable
In Mori's saloon

proportions started
ou South Second street, and wound
up on Coal avenue, when Constable
Smith took a hand In the scran and
placed Fabian Kovodv and Ralaman
Libel, two Hungarians, under arrest.
There were two others in th fluht.
but they managed to get away.
This morning William Mance filed a
complaint against Kovody and Libel,
cnarging them with assaulting
Mm
with a brick.
According to Mance,
these two men accosted him In the saloon and made Insulting remarks. To
avoid tumble he says he lctt the place
but they followed him up a block from
the saloon and set upon him and began to give him a severe heating. The
principal weapon was a brick.
The cries of Mance aroused Prvn.
stable Smith, who resides In that locality, and he weut to the unfortunate
mans assistance. The officer states
that when he arrived the men had
Mance down and were administering
a. severe heating to him.
He placed
two ot them under arrest and they
wo.e locked up lor the night.
This morning In police court Mance
appeared against his assailants. The
charge again Kovody ami Libel was
assault and they were fined Jlo each
mid costs. Both promptly paid up, as
whe n arrested they were uuite
tlush,
Kovody having on his person
i'
g"ld and Libei $7v

Imperial Laundry Co.

J.

C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND
CHICAGO LUMBER

.

Sound business practice h
as important, here, as the
wraith of nature.
Schilling's Best is the basis
of it in

riRsr

Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
ALBUQUEBQUC,

mamrmm
OUR

COAL

YARD

Is chock full of coal that will gladdes
your heart and warm your house
t
when Us cold.
Fill your bins
winter now and avoid the rush.

at your grocer's and money.

LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallop
mlued. Cerrllloa Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard ooi

EOR
FAST

WOOD

Factory wood,

$.1.00

full load; Gre

Mill wood, 12.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

DRIVING

i,

i

j

Coiur.-Fuiloiia-

i
,

?

,

A

HOLLENBECK
BlUCKZ

C.

CENTRAL

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODMIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Rjtaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans .pending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentle-men- ',
waiting room.. Meet your friend, there. Information and
writing material, free. Ladies. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
and
beach ears pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

. .

1

j

I

i

M. M.

foe-nex-

DUTCH, KILLING MANY ARRESTED

Rum-beaii-

ways In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,

TRcmr AND COAL AVE.

baking powder

left

-

PAINT "Cover more,
looks best, wear longest, most economical,
full measure.

NATIVES RISE AGAINST

-

Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque,

Stop and Think

Amsterdam, Aug. 7. A telegram
from Hatavia, Initeh Ka.--t Indies,
Tliis aftirnoim
ConstaMe .Taints
an ugly outbreak of tho Achine Sim:li iirir&u.'tl
Kalilau Kovody fnrj
rebels, who ullackod the po-- t of
litM driving,
lie Kavo hiind lor his
killing two ollicers am twenty a I'i't arani
in polk e court at 1 : :i
f
men. Only six men of tin- post
o cl.icl, tliis e vening.
WimcfSfH who
in escaping and t.ieoe were saw the man driving
through the!
wounded.
sirct'i.s .ay iliat Iho horsed werts ou
the run and Ihnt lie
whitittiiu'
Conference of the Disciples of Christ, t !e in a: very Jump. They weio toing'
San T. aiicisi (i, Cal.,
mii li a rapid ra'e that he was in-u'. I7.,.v-a- i
enl hundred delegates niid as many d.inuei ;, tho fo of pedestrians, and1
lay mi ail rs ot the Christian church, hem c his arrebt by the otllcor. Ko-- :
or lii.sciples of Christ, anived lierev'dy was fined in police court only1
yesterday and this morning io attend 'his mornliu for criailiiR in a IK'ht
the annua! conference ol the church. lati last nliiht.
'lii li was ()( ned this iiioinini; with
a meeiiijn in the First
COMING EVENTS
chu.ch. The conl't retire is an Inter
national aflair and there are delegates
Annus'. ::i
'York State Fo.k" or
Ii"m all parts of the United States!
Fast."
and many torelitn countries in at- 'Iiowti
..
i
r kil.4l(-(il l
t
heyius, the
tendance.
The headquarters are at. .1.. Deiiieiiiiji
;, i t,.r
u Ki .r l v
t.'ie Na'lve Sons' hall. The larKe ev
Septemhir 8 The liruno Uiicknian
eiiing meetings will he held In tht
auditorium of tlm Yun Men's Chris- concert.
ptemt.er IS to 2i Twenty fifth
lUl" Association, while the business
'"eetinas s ill he h. 1J in the First Con Territorial Fair.
'! ' 'Sal imial ( htirch.
The university will be open for n-.Monday, August 12.
Stulstration
TEXAS HUMBLE OIL
dents wishing to make arrantremeirs
AGAIN TAKES RISE. for . nt.ance, will find President Tight
llodgln at the university any,
or
Heuuiiioi.t, Texas. Aul'. 17. An ad- timelnan
Attend th.i Temptation Sale at tho
this week.
Golden Hulrt Pry Good Co. all this vance of one cent for Humble oil was
pooled today by the Texas company,
Kio Grande
week.
Incss Skirts at the
the pie.raHing price now being sev.t Globe store: that's all. You know
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT teen cents, representing a total ad- the rest. Kio Grande Woolen Mills
N. M.
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
vance of two cents since August 1,
company.
;

THE BIBLE WAGON

TERRITORIAL FAIR

H

Pay Day Bargains

FIVt

VICE PRESIDENTS

B The List Includes Forty-Tw- o
If Names-Eve- ry
County in
H
Territory Represented.
n

CONTINUES ALL NEXT WEEK

Pay Day Bargains

PAGE

n

Store Closet 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

GREAT TEMPTATION SALE
u

per yard

D

n
n
n

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

It

H
H

EVENING CITIZEN.

GOOD ENOUGH
CEASES TO BE GOOD ENOUGH IF IT CAN POSSIBLY BE MADE
BETTER, IS THE RULE WE WORK BY, IN PREPARING MEDICINES AND PRESCRIPTIONS. FOR THE WELFARE OF THE
SICK AND FOR THE PROTECTION OF OUR BUSINESS WE
PUT
MONEY AND SKILL CAN CO M M AND,

TSRNTHrBTT

O. H. BR1GGS & CO.,
BOTH PHONM

PROPS. ALVARADO

PHARMACY

fat mmmmr

uold

av.

AIHU 3UE1.QUE KVKNING CITIZEN.

IX

PAGE

Curtain Swisses
Yard wide, White Curtain Swisses,
with dots, spots or figures special
ihls week,

THURSDAY, AUG.

The ECONOMIST

Silkolines
full yard wide,
and designs; a!o
plain colors; special this week
Figured Silkolines,

pretty colorings

I1

,X

f

1905.

vffi

Yjf3

ttljL

1

17,

3,

)

J

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

EXCELLENT OFFERINGS IN LACE CURTAINS, PORTIERES AND DRAPERIES
Tapestries Reduced
Those rich tapestries so appropriate for portieres
or furniture coverings 50 inch wide come In all
the new colorings and designs at greatly reduced prices for this week.
SOc

$1.00
$1.25
$1.50
$2.00

grade
grade
grade
grade
grade

39
79
98

at

at
at
at
at

1-11-5-

Japanese Crepes
Beautiful Jap crepes for draperies In large variety of colorings and designs the loveliest
things Imaginable 25c to 35c values priced this
week, per yard

time will soon be here again. Of course, in Albuquerque where there's always

HQUSECLEANING in real estate it means housecleaning every day in the week. But it is the quarterly

housecleaning time to which we are referring. Tis the cleaning of your home from attic to cellar.
What pleasant (?) anticipations for the careful housekeeper! There is the parlor needs new curtains and
the library a change of hangings. The diningroom, too, could be greatly improved by a pair of new
curtains and the bedroom will look more cheerful with new draperies. Now, we want to help you if
you will let us. We "want to take some of the worries off your shoulders want to smoothen the
wrinkles of perplexity that appear at the thought of housecleacing on every woman's face. How will
we do it? By offering for one week

Draperies
Bargains in Curtains and every
portiere, every couch
Every lace curtain,

Table Covers

Great line of couch and table covers of tapestries
In the various combinations of colorings and designs. Couch covers have the fringe all around
are full length and width beautiful effects in
Roman stripes and are priced as follows:
.'
$4 values at
3
g.
$5 values at

Tapestry Table Covets
Have all been reduced on an average of 20 per
cent. Suffice it to say both the covers and prices
will prove satisfactory to you. Range of prices:

SBc to

New Draperies
We've just received a line of curtain materials
that will find favor with particular women. All
the newest weaves and effects. First in the lot
comes a Una of

Embroidered French
Scrims

Is this "Snowflake."
Another new curtaining
Suitable for bed room, dining room or library.
Comes 42 Inches wide. Designs in horizontal
stripes of green and yellow. Special, per yard

Swisses
of white and colored curtain
Swises. These come In the various patterns, such
Full

assortment

These are 40 Inches wide embroidered with silk
finished thread in yellow, blue, red and green
flowers on cream scrim. Very beautiful. Eastern
stores sell these at 75c per yard, we ask only

Curtain Lawns

UVc

Pretty yard wide curtain

and

with fancy colored border,
per yard

USc

lawn white ground
Very neat. Special,

12'2c

Walton the booby, the first prize be-- i
ing a good-sizewater color painting
and the latter a' smaller one. After
Published Daily and Weekly.
Br the Citizen Publishing Company. indulging in a few games, the hostess
served all her guests at the dining
SALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR y4
Entered at postoffice for transmis- table with tomato and cucumber salsion through the mails as second ad on lettuce, with crackers, followed
lass matter.
by ice cream and cake.
Inez Gutierrez, and old and respected citizen of this city, died at his home
NION(jbflLABE
here Sunday about midnight, aged 6(5
W
CANDY
III ft U TIT
years. Death was caused by Bright's
disease, from which he has been a
sufferer for two years. A wife and
OFFICIAL PAPER-Ochildren survive him. The lat
BERNALILLO COUNTY six
ter are Estevan, Andreas, Geronlmo,
PREVENT ALL SUMMER csOWEL TROUBLES
Associated frts, Afternoon Dispatches, Una, Simona and Gumeslnda O. de
fcarcest City and County Circulation.
Romero. The deceased was a hard
Toe Largest New Mexico Circulation.
wo. king, honest and upright man and
jrg-e-t
Northern Arizona Circulation.
was highly respected.
He had been
a resident here for many years, com- portant that this, the first to be given ROSWELL WILL HAVE
TERMS OF SUSCRIPTION
SALVATION ARMY HALL
Dally by mail, 1 year In advance $5.00 ing from the Mesllla valley when this in the new county, should be a success in every way'. There is but lit50 section was in its Infancy.
Daily by mail, one month
Captain Graham, of the Salvation
tle money on hand to work with and
60
Dall by car. ier, 1 month
at Hoswell, has signed a conWeekly by mail, one year .... $2.U0 Nothing on the Market Equal to the association will have to depend Army with
A. Ij. W. Nllsson, of the
tract
county
Colic,
upon
Chamberlain's
for
Cholera
the
and
citizens
of
the
The Evening Citizen will be dellv-re- d
Diarrhoea Remedy.
both money and labor In preparing tne Hondo Stone Manufacturing compa
in the city at the low rate of 20
This fact Is well known to druggists grounds.
ny, to deliver artificial blocks for the
cents per week, or for CO cents per everywhere,
and nine out of ten will
There Is no place where the Indus armv s new hall. The building win
give their customers this preparation
month when paid monthly.
the best Is asked for. Mr. Obe trv of Doultrv raising can be carried! be covered with cement shingles from
Rates for advertising can be had when
Wltmer, a prominent druggist of Joplln-Mn- ., on to better advantage than right j the Roswell Cement Roof Manufae- on application.
In a circular to his customers, says:
ana me turing company, i ne new nan win
"There Is nothing on the market In the here in the Estancla valley,
markets are abundant and convenient, be erected on East Fourth street and
Subscribers will confer a favor by way of patent medicine which equals
Colic, Cholera and Dlar-rho- e while the price is Invariably good. It the army will obtain a solid and beaunotifying us Immediately on any non- Chamberlain's
Remedy for bowel complaints.
e seems
that our farmers should make tiful building In which to hold Its
delivery of the paper.
sell and recommend this preparation."
poultry an important part of their meetings.
For sale by all dealers.
live stock operations.
This will nlease all the people ot
All letters and lemittances should
Word comes from Mr. Frank Die-be- Roswell, who have helped to make it
The Citizen PublishSOCORRO
te addressed to Drafts,
of Santa Fe, who is ever on the possible, and the many friends of Capchecks and
ing Company.
lookout for anything that will be a tain Graham, who has done great
e
and express money must From
the Socorro Chieftain.
benefit to the Estancla valley, that work in the Salvation Army in that
be made payable to the order of the
The Albuquerque
fair this year Irof. Luther Foster of the New Mex- city.
company.
promises to be the best that ever ico college of Agriculture will give
OUR TELEPHONES.
A Warning to Mother.
Bell, 15 happened. The attractions will be Estancla a visit some time this seaAutomatic, 183
greater in number and variety than son and talk to our people on the quesTon mnrh ears cannot be used with
hot weather of
ever before, and of course Socorro tion of dry farming and intensive cul- small children during the
summer months to guard agat.ist
will send her usual large crowd to see tivation.
These two questions, so the
bowel troubles. As a rule. It Is only i
he sights.
s
nearly allied to each other, are of vital
to give the child a dose of
P. N. Yunker Is gathering some ex importance to the peiiple of this val- tor oil to correct any disorders of the
any
out
use
Do
substitute,
not
bowels.
ceedingly large and toothsome peaches ley, and It seems to us that this lec- give the
castor oil, md
from his orchard north of town. The ture would be a great benefit to our ee that It Is fresh, as rancid oil nauIf
Chieftain force has been favored with county fair if arrangements could be seates and has a tendency to gripe. give
check the bowels,
some samples that left nothing to be made for Pi of. Foster to come at that this does not Colic,
Cholera and Dlar-rho- e
Chamberlain's
desired in either size or flavor,
time.
remedy, and then a dose of castor
Captain J. F. Fullerton of the mount
Assistant Superintendent of Public oil, and the disease may be checked In
avoided. The
ed police force, went up to Santa Fe Instruction, Amado Chavez, of Santa Its Inclplcncy and all danger
be
oil and this remedy should
iuesday to have an Interview with Fe, spent Tuesday In our town visit- castor
procured at once and kept ready ror inGovernor Otero, it is reiorted, in re ing the teachers' institute. He spoke stant use, ss soon as the first indicaany bowel trouble appears. This
SILVER CITY.
threatening
ward to certain
letters In the highest terms of the practical tion ofmost
successful treatment known,
the
that have recently been addressed to work being done, and said he was Is
and may be relied upon with Implicit
governor.
being
the
pleased
at
highly
interest
the
In eases of cholera Ineven
confidence,
Silver City Independent.
Mis. A. Kiehne expects to spend the taken by the teachers in attendance, fantum.
For sale by all dealers.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Abraham enjoyed winter with her husband and sons on
Itooth, the nimbleMiss
Morris, iaHt the hichtie ranch near Frisco. Mrs fingered typo In this office, is the FLOODS IN LINCOLN
a visit from their son, good
position
COUNTY DO MUCH DAMAGE
week. He now holds a
Kiehne has leased her Socorro rest proud possessor of a fine piano Just
as bookkeeper for tne Kotneniierg- -. deuce to Prof. O. R. Smith, and will received from Santa Fe, am now
The recent rains have caused the
Schloss Cigar company, at Albuquer-- gjvt) possession about the first of Sep-qu- after the day's wotk Is done, sweet
leave Its banks and
and is doing exceedingly well. , tember.
music as of David's harp, can be heard Hondo river to
overflow the valley for several miles
a token of tsteem and apprecia-taine- at the llooth home,
Miss Bessie Cox delightfully enter-,s
in Lincoln
a number of her young friends tj,,,, or valuable serf ices rendered in
A test of the experimental well of below the town of Hondo,
last Friday afte:mx)n, it being the oc-- j the construction of the sidewalk of the Santa Fe company at Willard, county, causing; much property damcasion of her eleventh birthday. Games tiie Socorro City Improvement asso- - proves that there Is an abundant sup- age and crop loss. So far as is known
been
and amusements were Indulged in, at eiat ion, presented to Mr. Kdward ltodd ply of good water at a depth of 15i eleven dwelling houses have crops
a handsome briar root pipe, of which feet. The test may be considered a wrecked and all unharvested
the conclusion of which the happy
refresnnn-nts- ,
guests partook of
he seems to l.e very proud and smokes pood proof of what may be expected In the inundated district have been
Walter Hyde, a wealthy
daintily prepared by Mrs. Cox.
with seeming relish.
in all parts of the valley, as the forma-tlon- , destroyed.
Tuesday afternoon Mrs. W. H.
Assessor A. II. Baca's returns show
getting a few feet below ranchman from near Hondo, lost his
alter
very pleasantly entertained a a substantial Increase over those of the sin face soil, is the same in all house, fifteen thousand pounds of oats
large number of lriends. In honor ot ioimer years. They now amount to pints of the valley.
and a large amount of alfalfa. There
of Mrs. H. H. Metts, !:'l,!7u.u5. The amount to be raised
Mrs. Austin,
has been no loss of life but a number
seas-egthe
of
the
fad
in Socorro county for all purposes lh
of farmers are left homeless.
at "jo," it bcin
BIDS
WANTED
i; 17.47.
Several handsome prizes were
The Only Way.
captured the
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Medley of Uur- niveii. Mis. K.
There Is no way to maintain the
tirt-- t
Concessions and privileges on fair
prize, which was a burnt wood liy. are rejoicing over the arrival of
pl;tf(tie. At the close of the game, a fine eiulit and
nound uirl grounds and on the streets In the city health and strength of mind and body
delicious peach ice crtam, sherbet and ai their' home Monday morning. The'0 Albuquerque, during the twenty except by nourishment. There is no
cake were served.
mother and child are doinir well and llf,n territorial fair, to be held at AI way to utiurlsh except tnrougn the
Friday
ii.,. father is verv nroinl. Tin. Chieftain I'uqucmue. N. M., September 18, 19, stomach. The stomach must be kept
about thirty-tw21aI"1 23, 1MJ5:
healthy,
and sweet or the
were
lad:.
at the borne or join other fi'im.ls in iieartv' congrat-- '
Ptatiuta and popcorn, bar, spar J.w strength will let down and disease
Mih.
liusn. Five Hundred illations
elry, novelties, score cards and
w as p'.:
loss of
will set up. No appetite,
a coup e of
hours,
1!. (i. Putman of Fairview, recently
candy, soft drinKs, cushions, strength, i . rvousness, headache, conwl.K
refreshments, appointed a member of t lit? tenitoriul
a't.i
ot.-- .
and lunches, canes, uotel-tics- . stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
,ij
'ui ..' s 'e i b, t an il case, were
force, arrived in Socorro a lew sandwiches
merry-gi :..
round, lunt leather rifting, ind'gestlon, dyspepsia and all
a china cup i:is a jo with his !mi!y.
st rv.-.ifirst
Mr.
;'.t:.-aiei ni'-eof bv Mr.
lias leased a house across the jioods. cane rack, whip rack, button stomach troubles that are curab o are
M
W. I'i.ii. I,
Mrs W. it. Wal- - st:eei
the II. i rick property In mblcin, shooting gallery, doll rack, quickly cured by t lie use of Kodol
selling, knife rack, sovenlr lyepeps'.;t Cure. Kodol digests what
ton ci; ii
pric,
ti e western part tif Ihe city, whe.elie pool
am! Mi.-pre' y ( r n 'i
you eat a .d strengthens tlm whole
t,innl will soon be i r iiome. iuds'e,, J.jwelry spindle, etc.
I ids to be
on i
opened at 12 o'clock, digestive apparatus.
nr.
pri;v. Ail Voted
noon, Aiiiiust 25, the association rei.
il. at tin a:
Mshll! Iv
ESTANCIA
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
serving the rinht to reject such bids
s.ent.
I have .;.. ned a general repair s'nop
V. '
as they desire.
'i-Mrs.
Address, 1J. K. H.
a News.
en., iia.ii. 'i ..-- Ja li. s in honor ot
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M. on South 'k,!::rd street, back of Walman. woman ami child in
A, I. n on M'sniny afterton's dnu '"re, and solicit the trade
Miss ,!Bf;
1.. H. SHOEMAKER
"licliiir heiiiorrhidds were the pla- of the city.
coon, the tlta. Each person was pre- - Torrance county is, oi should In
o
Was almost wild,
Ir. gue of my lit'.'.
wnted with a score card, decorated ' r, s' ' '" tl"' loiranre county
Turkish Nongate la fine after a
wi;h a wattrr colored fCtilie, some of which (Miens the nth of nn.t moi.th. lvian's ointment cured me quickly,
Ful-lo- r
handiwork. The game A,,l''ing helps more in making known and permanently, after doctors had dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs. Ice
tlie bosttbs'
and
confectionery
stare
ton's
Ui"
resouro
of a country than aji failed." C. F. Com well, Valley street,
J. W. Carter carried
wiMi oub
creain parlor.
off the tim prize and Mrs. W. K exhibit of (hi character, uud it Is im- - Saugertles, N. Y.

75c
$1.50
$2.00
$2.50
$3.50

Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair 39
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair 98
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pairl-lHamburg Net Curtains, a pair.... X GO
Hamiurg Net Curtains, a pair....
2-4-

Potiees 3.25

$5

Portieres of good tapestries pretty designs
colors green, brown and wine fully worth $5
a pair at
In

3fla
Cretonnes Reduced
Fifteen pieces of pretty cretonnes In. various colorings and designs marked special for one week.
Regular price is 10c this week, per yard

7kc

15c
15c
20c
25c
40c

as figures, dots, spots and stripes. Widths run
from 36 to 42 inches. Regular prices are 15c and
20c per yard. Special this week at

$5

12VENIXG CITIZEN

Curtain Snowflakes

Curtain

The entire tine Is Included in this sale. Each and
every pair is reduced in price. Besides the regular stock there are a number of odds and ends
that must go at any price. Space forbids the
mention of every number we have In stock. Here
are a few. All others priced In proportion:

Rich

cover,
that will prove a delight to economical women.
every yard of drapery is reduced for this sale, The values are nothing short of marvelous. You can- not afford to pass this up.

Sale of Couch and

Lace Curtains

12'2
15
11

29

Honiton Swiss
Striped effects. Forty Inches
wide. Suitable for bed room, dining room or li
brary. Special per yard
New

for' curtains.

AUTO 'PHONE 451

d

The Best Hot Weather Medicine

12

Figured Cretonnes
Yard wide Burlap
Drapery Sateen
Art Denim
Art Denim

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

50c
A

Full Set of Teeth

$B.OO

Examination Free

Di..B.F.Copp

I

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$6.00
for

Gold

22-Kar- at

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be)
additional chair
An
in assistance.
will be added to the office.

$1.00
and

Upward

Fillings

for

ROOM

n N.

T. ARMIJO BUILDINO

rt

post-offic-

TERRITORIAL

I

TOPICS

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
A

LBUQUCRQUE

SEPTEMBER 18, 19, 2Q, 21, 22, 23

fa purses and Prizes

fl

Horse Racing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports
WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH
w.

lA-n- a

New-com-

b

iv.'

:

GRAND

GRAND

STREET

STREET

PARADE

PARADE

('((.-gro-

r

o

atu-nnx-

-

.

i

'ut-m;-

i

y

-

M

.1

j

-

i

n.

p;-r-

day m 2:30 or
Hitched to a road wagon. Will go two heats every
S
U.
Cavalry Drills.
Show.
Live
Stock
Grand
better paced by a horse.
Exhibit.
Fruit
Exhibit.
Ball.
Fleece
Montezuma
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
$1500 in Purses. Open to New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo, and
El Paso, Texas, Teams.

FIRST ANNUAL

HORSE SHOW

Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.
REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary
W. H. GREER, President

THURSDAY, AUG.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

17,

no one has yet desired to dance; they
put in bl.llard tables, upon which peo-

VIVID DESCRIPTION OF

THE GRAND CANYON
SUBLIME SCENERY LAID OUT BY NATURE HOLDS
SPELL REACHED BY UNIQU E ROAD VISITED

MAN IN ITS
BY THOUS-

ANDS EACH YEAR.

PAGE

CLASSIFIED ADS
Note.

ple seldom play, and cardrooms which
the always deserted. Occasionally in
the evening someone goes into the
music room and sits down at the piano, but the Influence of the canyon
Is so Impressive, the voice of nature
Is so serious and
that
ordinary amusements and diversions
seem to bo out of place In the presence of the greatest of natural wonders.
Every morsel of food, like every
drop of water, is brought dally from
long distances. The vegetables and
fruits come from lxa Angeles; the
fish from San
Diego,
twenty-fou- r
hours from the sea; the milk and
cream from the Harvey dairy at
Peach Springs, 150 miles away. There
are 150 employes here with a pay roll
of $1,000 a month; 100 horses, thirty-twvehicles, fifty saddles, ami plenty
of linen clothing for both men and
women who wish to take horseback
rides In the dust.
The dining room Is very attractive,
with graceful young women, who
make much more agreeable waiters
than man.
The hotel Is named in honor of that
dashing conquestadore. Don Pedro de
Tovar, one of the leaders of Corona-do'- s
famous expedition from t,he City
of Mexico in 1540, and the manager
is Charles A. Brandt, formerly steward of the Union League club of Chicago.
WILLIAM E. CURTIS.

All classified advertisemsnU
or rather "liners" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 15
cents per Issue. In order to Ineure
proper
classification
all "liners"
should be left at this office not later
12
than
o'clock noon.

SEVEN.

DENVER
&

RIO GRANDE
SYSTEM

WANTED.
U'ANTKli
Room and board for man
and wife; must be a well ventilated
and sunny room. Address J. P. J.,
Citizen office.
State price and lo-

'Scenic Line of the World1 '

4
anywhere In the world. It Is Irupos
cation.
WANTED Good girl for nousework.
sible to exaggerate the grandeur, the
Good cook; no washing.
Call at
sublimity, the Impressiveness of the
Record-Herald.- )
THE GREATEST EPOOH
Fifth street and New York avenue.
scenery, and Its fascination cannot be
MARRIAGE
OF
El Tovar Hotel, Grand Canyon,
s
Shortest and quickest Una tram
first-clasWANTED
carpenters,
Two
accurately described. It is Itnpossib
The first la the tnott crucial time.
13.75 for eight hours.
There Is a peculiar railway for one man to express his emotions
Union men
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colo,
If for the first time the greatest
prefer, ed. John W. McQuade.
down here. It la the only one I know to another.
Those who have been
rado Springs, and all Colorado point.
event in your married live is about
WANTED
Three painters, highest
here
once
are
almost
no
come
to
country
which
over
certain
of In this
Connection
how wrapt
at Denver and Pueblo with
to
occur,
expectant,
how
wages. C. A. Hudson.
passes are issued. Everybody except again. The geological features are
up in it yuu find yourselves.
line east and west. Tim a quick
WANTED
all
A girl for general housepeculiarly
to
men
scientific
attractive
You tiy to overlook, but In vain,
the conductor and the train crew
work. 315 South Third street
and rate a low a by other line.
that element of uncertainty and daneven the president hlmse.f has to and every European savant comes
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanJ,lst
e
83
to Niagara Kails
ger that you have lieen led to expect
pay fare, and a round trip ticket over h,Pre
clothing. No. 516 South First street,
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING.
peveral college professors are spend
from the experience of those mothers
the entire svstem costs Sti.50. The lnS
south ot viaduct. Send address and
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
their vacations here a dozen or
nd iatii4is who have struggled
rail rem is nlnetv miles lonir. It has
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
through this ordeal in ignorance of
no stations excent the terminals at fore from Chicago alone. Dr. T. MIt
CARS.
Hidden, of Columbia Unlver-Rant- a
Williams, where It connects with the r!u'n
Jvt'w
ork- has bt,('i here for
FOR RENT.
On all through train. No tiresome
H
Fe, and at the Grand Canyon
FORWENT targe, airy rooms, for!
of the Colorado. It has no side tracks tnree months each summer for the
delay at any etatlon.
what
it is. and what it doe.
He has a tent and
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
except the one to allow the trains to la?t ten
If at this time every expectant man
In
pine
Kamps
on
woods
the
the
avenue.
rlrn
and
Railroad
are1
nass. There
four nassencer trains
For Illustrated advertising
and wife might know of this greatest
matter
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,!
a dav. two in each direction, made UD!of.tne canyon.f('r It Is getting to be
of boons. lrvird for the emress
or
Information, address or apply to
a
very
'"(lal
resort
young
"lte
couples.
They
party
of
desireable
for
of a baggage car and two coaches and
purpose
of
and
alleviating
ciisp;lling
men. 713 West Copper.
through Pullmans from Kansas City hlre camP equipage and cooks and
the suffering and consequent danger
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
and Los Angeles twice a week. There ('"lne,r om roughlnfr It for a month or LARGEST CATTLE RECEIPTS
of cliila iiirih. how quickly would all
in city, single or enaulte, with table
are no freight trains and no freight 80 a tneir, honeymoon. It ought to
doubt ami worry be dissipated.
hoard.
713
Copper.
West
Mace
KraU'i"
society
for
people
,ne
is carried except water and other supMother's Friend is an Invaluable
LAST WEEK OF SEASON
A' S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
lrl,I
m?ir dissipations
plies for the hotels at the Grand Can- - '
linimrnt fur external massage, through
cottage
Appiano.
no
There
flats,
is
one
with
way
to
recuperate,
better
yon. T mc rna depends upon passenwhose putent agency countless mothply 524 John Btreet, east end of viaKansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. Cattle
mentally and physically, than by
ers have been enabled to experience
ger traffic alone. That is the reason camping
larreceipts
duct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
were
here
week
last
the
out
in
this
climate;
now
and
the joy of parturition for the first
why passes are not given. There are
gest of the season, being 05,5oO, InFOR RENT Rooms for light housetime without danger to themselves or
no switchmen in the employ of the that there Is a first class hotel, with cluding
keeping. Apply at Gold Avenue
calves. The market
their
company and the pay roll carries only all the comforts and luxuries you can weakenedlo.ooo
from day to day and the
in New
ork or Chicago, those
REGULATOR
BKAOtiCZP
twelve names, including conductors, get
CO.,
EL PASO and
total loss
the week was from 10
'
engineers, firemen, ticket agents and who do not like tent life can find ev- to 25c on forkilling
Atlanta, vm.
FOR JSALE.
Packers
cattle.
to suit them. The atmos
SOUTHWESTERN
all concerned, and the track is kept erything
bought freely every day. the local
FOR SALE Eight room, t:o story,
In order by five section gangs of ten phere is good for tuberculosis, but the concerns
purchasing
40,0u0
modern frame dwelling, on corner;
SYSTEM
men each, who are now rebuilding It hote.s will not take sufferers from during the week, which is also acattle
CAUSE OF HAY FEVER
rec
good location; will sell cheap if takfrom the bottom with new ties, new that disease, and they are compelled ord for them. There was a good de
en
once.
at
A.
Y..
care
CltUen.
to live in tents.
rails and ballast of volcanic cinder.
mand for stockers and feeders the Hyomel the Only Cure Gives Change FOR SALE Two Bnaps in real estate.
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
Among other ouriosities of Arizona
first
of the week, but buyers were
In
3.
Rlock
2!,
of
Huning's
ui
in
uwn
rour
is
Home.
a
inmau
There
SPRINGS
choice
of
AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
five
hotels
deposits
pits
vast
cinder
are natural
scarce after Tuesday, and the market
1 ne
Highland addition, ?4(10.00. Lots 7,
direct causes appear to be
of ashes and half burned fuel, which along the rim of the canyon, stretch on this class flattened out from 25 heat, dust
LOUIS.
8
9,
MEMPHIS,
corner
and
KANSAS CITY, ANl ALL
of
Hill street and
and the pollen of flowers,
made things lively down here ages ing a distance of sixty miles or so and to 40 cents by the end of the week. arid the only
Copper avenue, Itrownwell & Lall's
treatment that physiPOINTS
ago. Nothing will grow on these de covering the grandest part of the sce It is just a little early for feeders to
NORTH
AND EAST . .
addition. This la one of the finest
recommended prior to the disposits. They are as barren as the nery. All of them may be reached have all their arrangements for feed- cians
covery
In
building
sites
of Hyomel, was a change of
that part of the
VIA
she'.l of an ostrich egg, but the cin from the railroad by stages, which ing completed, although the corn crop
city, and if sold quick can bo had
.
ders make good ballast for railway meet every train, and while there Is in Illinois, Kansas and Missouri is cnmate.
..
$8(10.00.
M.
for
u
oy using Myomei
P. STAMM.
you can
tracks, and the railroad people tried no style or ostentation, there Is plen made, and it is practically sure in save
trip to the mounto buy a cinder pit which lies only a ty or comfort. The beds are good, the Iowa and Nebraska. On the other tains, anandexpensive
escape weeks of suffering.
MALE HELP WANTED.
few miles out of Williams for that food Is plain but plentiful, and you hand, range stuff is moving two weeks
111s
treatment kills the
Learn telegraphy and railroad ao
purpose. The owner got it for noth can get a bath for a dollar, which earlier than a year ago, so that lust germs remarkable
of the disease and soothes and counting; $50 to $100 a month salary
ing from the government as a part of means a great deal where the water at this time stockers and feedois are
the irritated mucous mem assured our graduates
under bond.
a desert land claim, and for years has to be hauled 150 miles by train or suffering both from small demand and neals
brane.
Our six schools the largest In Amer
Z.500 or 3,000 feet un the nrec
For this reason a good
tried to give it away, but no one carried
The complete Hyomel
costs ica and endorsed by all railroads.
would take it off his hands. When Ipitous sides of a canyon on the back many believe the market will be bet- but 1, extra bottles 50 outfit
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
he discovered" that the railway com of a mule. It costs the Hotel El To ter a little later. Grass cows closed consists of a neat pocketcents, and Telegraphy,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
7 a day for water alone. Every the week selling at $2.25
pany wanted the cinders for ballast, var
to $2.60: through which Hyomel is inhaler N. Y.; Atlanta,
Ga.; La Crosse, Wis.;
he demanded $lo,0(i(i an acre, but fin- (imp that Is used for cooking, drink canners, $1.75 to $2.15; stockers and toe winen win last a life breathed
a Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,
ally came down to $50,000 for the en- ing and bathing Is brought in steel leeuers, subnet : fair to god grass medicine dropper and a bottle time,
Fastest Schedules
IIv. Cal.
Finest Equipment
tire tract of about forty acres. He tanks a distance of 127 miles from killing steers, $3.25f3.75; veals, $4.50 omel. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. offer ofto re- o.2o; bulls, $2.15fff 2.50. The cattle fund the money
owns it yet. There is a moral to this Mountain Springs, near the city of
if Hyomel
not
story. The railway company would nescou. u is transported in steel supply today is 19,0(io head. The mar ao an that is claimed for It does
have paid him $25 or even $50 an ratiKs made expressly for the purpose ket Is steady to a shade lower on all
Wonder why people worry thl hot
Dining; Cars all the Way
acre, which would have been clear noming y,400 gallons each. There is Kinds.
Short Line East
weather, when they should place
me sneep ana lamb market went
gain If he had not been so greedy a train every day, operated by four
potroubles
us.
with
their
We
secure
up
another notch last week, and Is
about it, but they soon found another men, wno do nothing else. Upon arri
For further information call or address
sition as well as find position.
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SYSTEM
supply might be pumped, but it ming nere sold at the highest point
ed the Tusayan Development compa- lent
tion. Give us a trial.
readied since the recent break. Re
ny, in order to haul ore from the San- Is on a mining claim held by a man ceipts
WE
AT
WANT
ONCE
have been small lately, not
miles who wants the modest sum of $50,000 more than
ta Anita copper mine, fifty-twTwo waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
half enough for the de
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from Williams. The money was
mand.
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today
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oainrooms
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room
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hotel is brought from a.ou. some mixed Utah
Grand Canyon, giving the public easy
FIFTEEN
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access to the greatest spectacle in all Cottonwood Springs, three and one-ha- yearlings, weighing
carpenter ship to Call
101 nounds ivM attack of Indigestion, you have no doubt
miles
down
the canyon. 3,500 feet Friday at $3.75. Feeding
fornia.
the world.
There are mountains
shortness of breath, rapid heart beat,
wethers bad
TWENTY
heartburn or palpitation of the heart
which reach almost to the moon; below the hotel. It is transported in bring $4.25Si4.35
ewes
and
stock
and
casks
of
fen gallons, made to fit the around 13.75.
Indigestion causes the stomach to Mexicans railroad work
ship east
there are oceans which spread over
mens
or
expand swell, and puff up against the
nearly half of the universe; there are
mirros. two casks to each
heart, This crowds the heart and interstars which sparkle in the heavens; burro. It is mire, rami har-CATTLE SALES
water for bathing, cook and laun- Employment
feres with its action, and in the course of The Southwestern
there ate pyramids, palaces, monu- The
y
purposes
time the heart becomes diseased,
at the Grand View hotel
ments, cathedrals which excite awe ii
AGENCY
City.
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Is
11
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Aue.
caught on the roof during the ocFollow
and admiration; there are mighty rivPhona 195 Red Upstairs.
ers and cataracts, but there is only casional rains and stored In cisterns ing were some sales of Panhandle and
Will not lumn un.
x 110 South Second street. 1
southwestern
cattle at Kansas City
one Grand Canyon of the Colorado, East season was dry and the supply this
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gave
out, so that everv dron of onto.
1 Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art Squares, etc. Everything
and those who have placed it within
RAILROAD TICKET8.
Monday A. W. Fnrno r
the reach of ordinary travelers have uiui was used Tor three months was Texas, 66 cows,
Cut
Rates.
871
pounds, $2.G5.
Needed About the House.
done the world an important service. orougni up from the Cottonwood
AGENT CHARTER OAK STEEL RANGES
For reduced rates to and from all
R. Moody
&
comnnnv r'nnnaian
mere is no water on the Texas,
Formerly all the people who wanted minings,
point go to Paulsen
Association
ss'
44
1.118
steers.
t.t
nonmls
digests what you eat takes the strain off Railroad
to see the canyon had to ride ninety surrace or the earth within nlnetv
BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE
Ticket office. Railroad
& Russell. Canadian Tevn.u' of the heart,
and contributes nourishment tickets bought,
miles in a stage coach. I made the miles of the hotel, which accounts for 49 Bairett
sold and exchanged.
9G9 pounds. 12.20: 2S steers.
steers,
strength
every
and
to
organ
health
journey once in a snow storm, and the high laundry charges.
of
the
840 iKiunds, $3.
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
when the wagon road through the forP. Lefore, Pamna. Texas. 5fi cal
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
Considering the extra exnense of
est was covered with snow we lost
lt7
pounds,
$5.50;
25
A
calves, 232 membranes lining the Stomach and Divas.
our way and wandered until half past maintaining a hotel under such cir pounds, $3.75.
tive Tract Nenrous Dyspepsia and Catarrh on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses, A
one o'clock in the morning, wrapped cumstances, the rates are verv rea- J.
Arnot.
Texas.
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Amarillo.
of
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Wagons and other Chattels; also on
the Stomach.
in blankets to keep from freezing to sonahle and are less than those charg 170 pounds, $5.35:
1
steer 1 ion After eetlne. food
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death; and when we finally reached ed at the ordinary hotels at eastern pounds, $5.25.
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mi
mt heart palpitate and I would become very weak. CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high A
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pitchers was frozen solid; and yet ters, with excellent meals, at the .0(15 iKiunds, $2.
I had stomach tieubla and was In a Imd mtmim
I main In your possession. Our rate A
(INCORPORATED)
many people think Arizona is a tropi- cheaper hotels for $2 a day, and bet. Knorpp,
J.
Covin.
Texas
344 tad heart trouble with It I took Kodol Dyspepsia are reasonable. Call and see us be- A
ter
accommodations
at
new
the
Guns for about four Booths and It cured me.
hotel steers. 1,041 pounds, $3.50.
cal country.
fore borrowing.
a
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for all you want to pay. The minimum
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Ramsdel. Texas. 57
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Nowadays one can ride to the can- is $X5o per day. There are acconnuo-d- a cows, 787Murdock,
pounds,
A
US calves, 185
$2.45;
Steamship
to
tickets
and
t ions ut El
all
from
yon In a parlor car or a Pullman
Tovar for about 250 peoDitfcsts
parts of the world.
A
sleeper and step off the train into one ple for $4, $4.f,o and $5 a day. Those
V. J. Lewis, Clarendon Tevna
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
of the most picturesque and comfort- who desire the less expensive quar- cab s, 185 pounds.
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aa walk aa It.
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me which
Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2082 A
Cut. Em Up
most agreeable, but these summer shows soups, at 15 cents, roast beef,
cows, 878 pounds, $2.40.
A
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
days nre almost perfect neither too lamb, chicken and other roasts 35
For Inside Information
C. B. Rider,
a. . ..'SI
Canyon City, Texas,
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
Get our prices before you buy. We A,
coo nor too hot.
The thermometer cents; steaks, 40, CO and 70 cents;
ows, 872 twmnds. i2.5o- si
have for a short time a few good A
ranges from 05 to 75 Fahrenheit. vegetables. 15 cents; deserts, 10 and 1C7 iiounds, $5.
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(Special Correspondence of the
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ALDUOUEKOUE EVENING

EIGHT.

Local and
Personal
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair tonight and Friday.
Warmer In north partion tonight.
ARRIVAL
No.
No.
No.
No.

You Save Money

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, froiu

OF TRAINS.

the cast, 8:60

p. in.

the east, 10:30 p. m.
the west, 6:45 p. m.
the west, 7:66 a. m.

Little fluffs of iowder,
Little dabs or paint,
Make the chorus lady
lx)ok like what she ain't.
advantage of our closing out tale of Oxford and broken
lines of Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes. Remember, they are
new, up to date goods, neither soiled nor shopworn, and guaranteed
to give satisfaction.
By taking

Women's Oxfords
Reduced to
Women's Shoes
Reduced to

....
....
.

.

.

.

.

$1.85 (o $3.50

to

2.85

2.00 to

3.50

1.85 to

2.90

1.45

1.75

to 4.00

1.40

to 3.00

Men's Shoes
Reduced to

DEPENDABLE FOOD

PRODUCTS,
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable in
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
beat In flavor and the beet in nutrition.
furn-Inshln-

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and

120

St

Second

Bout

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country,
'DM a reputation second to none, and
7ou know, if you've tried it, that it's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom impurities, its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
lelivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind- free-burnin- g

Jolm--

Both phones.

I- -

A. W. Clolaud
for
Denver this morning.
Miss Lisa Dieckmann returned this
morning from a visit to friends at Helen.
George Holton returned this morning from a short sojourn at the Hudson hot springs.
Frank Trotter, Jr., has entered the
employ of the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light & Power company.
If the "gas man" will call at the
Evening Citizen office, he will nave
his catalogue returned to him.
F. K. Bowen left last night for a
trip to the Portland exposition. He
expects to be gone for several weeks.
J. H. McCutcheon, editor and publisher of the Industrial Advertiser,
and wife are the guests of relatives
at Santa Fe.
J. H. O'Reilly, district manager for
the Washington Life Insurance company, is looking after business matters in Arizona.
Mrs. George F. Albright, accompanied by her son Elwood and Miss Nell
UeLancy have returned
from a
month's visit in California.
Mrs. E. Montoya. mother of Hon.
Nestor Montoya, and grand children
went to Santa Fe this morning to
visit relatives
lor a couple of
months.
Alderman Thoa. Isherwood, district
manager for the Hewitt Manufacturing company, expects to leave this evening for a trip over the Santa Fe
coast lines.
Miss Anna Ghisla, of San Francisco,
wh6 has been the guests of friends In
Albuquerque the past few months, expects to leave on her return home this
evening.
Deputy
United States Marshal
Harry Cooper went to Thoreau last
night
presumably on masters pertaining to illegal selling of liquor to
Indians.
H. Emory Davis, who has charge
of the mess and
jay roll of
Camp No. 1, in Abo Canyon, on the
Santa Fe cut-ofis spending the day
in the city.
Regular communication of Temple
Lodge, A. F. and A. M., Thursday evening at 8 p. m. Work In the E. A.
degree. By order of W. M. J. C. Fen-gesecretary.
V. P. Edie, of the Wool Scouring
mills, accompanied by Mrs. Edle left
last night for an extended trip to
the Pacific coast during whica time
they will visit the Portland exposition.
C. A. Wright, of the Harvey curio
department In this city, left last
night for the Navajo and Moqul Indian reservations, where he will attend the Moqul snake dance on the
2(ith. He will then proceed to Call- r,

Beaven

S.

Saxby.

wag a passenger

fornla and enjoy a few weeks outing
at the varlon roast resorts.
J. E. Flanders, financial clerk at
Fort Defiance, Ailz'ma, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday. Mr. Flanders says tluit Kort Defiance will
contribute a lurce crowd to the Territorial fair.
Last n'liit nt tlie Lead Avenue
Methodist church occurred the wedding of Miss Anna Eugenia Jaenson
to Otto Johnson, of this city. The
ceremony was pei formed by Rev. Wilbur Flskc.
lieon H. Stein, of the Lion store,
left today on the California limited
for Iam Aiiteles. Mr. Stern goes to
California in search of rest and expects to be aiisent from the city a
couple of weeks.
Manager S. C. Jackson, of the American Lumber company, left last
night for i lie Z1111I mountains where
he goes to Introduce John Belknap,
the new superintendent in the woods,
Into nis new duties.
Engineer William Flshback and
wife, of Needles, C'al., passed through
the city this morning en route home
from a trip abroad. They visited their
old home at Liverpool and other English cities. Mrs. Flshback Is a sister
of Mrs. Joe Richards of this city.
Prof. O. H. Smith, of the New Mexico School of Mines, at Socorro, passed
en
through tiie city this morning
route to Kansas City, where he will
visit relatives. Prof. Smith will return to New Mexico about September. The .School of Mines opens September 11.
Invitations are out announcing the
approachinc marriage of Miss Mamie
Shoup, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Slump, to Burton Donnelly.
Both young people are well known
In this city, Miss S'noup being the
bookkeeper for the J. D. Emmons
Furniture company.

BURGLAR IS HELD
TO GRAND JURY
William Moore, who waa caught
yesterday afternoon hy J. P. Fletcher,
while in the act of burglarizing the
residence on the Fletcher ranch, was

given a preliminary
hearing
this
afternoon before Police Judge A. J.
Crawford. The evidence against the
prisoner was very Itrong and he was
bound over to await the auction of the
next grand Jury.
Witnesses testified how he had entered the house through a window
and was discovered by the servant
girl. She notified Mr. Fletcher and he
captured the burglar
The hearing aroused a good deal of
interest, and quite a number were In
the court room at the time.
Moore failed to give bond and was
taken to the county Jail for safe keeping. He does not appear to be a
vicious man and is only 23 or 24 years
old.
He stoutly maintained that he
intended to commit no crime.
The university will be open for registration Monday, August 12. Students wishing to make arrangements
for entrance, will find President Tight
or Dean Hodgin
university any
time this week.

Don't Pay Cash
Well Trust You
Do you want any furniture? Are
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about it. We have
the most complete house furnishing
establishment In the southwest, so
arranged that you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance in easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month
a world beater.

EVERITT,

I
1

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

ON OUR

ENTIRE

Summer Stock

This Week
TO INSURE TOTAL CLEARANCE
AND TO MAKE ROOM FOR

The Italian band will give a concert
at Robinson park this evening, commencing at 7:30 o'clock.
Grande Dress Skirts at the
store; that's all. You know'
the rest. Rio Grande Woolen Mills
company.
Rio

Immense

Globe

Attend the Temptation Sale at the
Golden Rule Dry Good Co. all this
week.

IFall

SHIPMENTS

Pears for Sale.
Fine, ripe pears for sale, at Wesco's
rnnrh noftf Ihrt nnv mill Pun tin
supplied in any quantity. Telephone
No. 107, four rings.

NOW ON THE ROAD

st ern

Simon

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
FOR FINE FLAVORED FRUIT,
ASK FOR W. JENKS' GREEN LAESMERALDA
BEL
HIGH
CLASS
FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET
IT.

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?

una PLUMBUM MM

uaa

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call
and Examine the BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplayeo
In Our Sample Rooms

1

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE FOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

WMH'MEY COEVJIPMfcHY
1 13-- 1

1B-- 1

17 South

rirtt Street

401 - 403 North

any

&

are
and
our

rirt Street

Screen

P. LommorL- -

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
h

ARB MADE

250uncesfor25Cents
' 8AVU THli COUPONS,

Rio

LtahDJ'

A

REDUCTIONS

Because it is backed by a reliable
house of manyyears standing whose
guarantee is asgood as gold.

POUND SALE.
Cream colored pony, branded with
K on left shoulder, three white feet,
white face, three years old. Will be
sold at 10 o'clock, Saturday morning.
THOMAS M'MILLIN,
i
,
Marshal.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

1905.

Big Special Pi. ice

RELIABLE

at-th-

Diamonds are always In order. We can talk Diamond
to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
seOittg them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling; them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

17,

IS

Bingle-hande-

DIAMONDS

THURSDAY, AUG.

Baking Powder

Grande Dress Skirts at the
Globe store; that's all.
You know
Are you looking for an extra good the rest. Rio Grande Woolen Mills
pair of ladies' stockings for 25 cents? company.
Try a pair of our style 200, Black Cat
Attend the Temptation Saie at the
hose. They are excellent fitters, splen- Golden
Rule Dry Good Co. all this
did wearers and perfectly fast black.
They will please you. C. May's Shoe week.
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

Cor. Second and Copper Ave.

CITIZEN.

Doors,

Just received a carload of screen
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paints,

....Matteucci.
Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS. IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Oils

and Cement. Also
FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

for

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

REX

CO.

Successor to John A. Lee.
First snd Marquette,

h

S. S. PEARLSTINE

on
ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Bran Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cant Shaftings! Pulley, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron
r'ronti for Buildings.
jt jt jt jt

j

REPAIRS
MACHINERY

WORKS.

R. P. HALL Proo.

ON

MINING
A

j

MILL

AND

SPECIALTY,

ji

NLW

h

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

TT

EswlIO
Colorado Phono 197

Undertaking Company,

MEXICO

Both

&

Fuehr,

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS

The Fuehr
Successors to Edwards

Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
ALBUQUERQUE.

212'2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

H
14

WHOLESALE

Wm. MclNTOSH

HARDWARE

SOME THINGS YOU WILL

NEEDBUY NOW

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

New Fall Suits
The Secret of being well dressed lies not only
in the fact of knowing what to wear, but in

knowing where to buy it. We are letting you
We have the clothes which all
into the Secret.
well dressed men wanMhe correct garments that look masculine.
This
is the only shop in town where SteinBloch nobby clothes are sold. You
will find unusual styles here.
Stop in.

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT

(T

ft

AND SAVE MONEY
Ice Chests and

MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.

AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER

REAPERS.
Write or Ca II.

BUGGIES,

lii

f

1

lAXTlJ

II

and Get Prices.
m

tv

215 West Railroad Avenue

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE
COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.

DEERING

CMwM.Mr

122 South Second Street

RETAIL,

Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
moderately priced.

$22.50, $25, Per Suit

E. L WASHBURN CO.,

,

Five minutes to freeze.

HAY RAKES

$15, $13, $20,

Automatiojbon las

CARRIAGES
and
WAGONS.

U

VI

Albuquerque, New Mexico

